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The purpose of the study was to address the three limitations of

previous research as identified by the Western Region W-139 Technical

Committee (1980). First, specific hypotheses were tested. Second,

through hypotheses testing, understanding was gained of energy conserva-

tion behavior and energy problem perceptions. Third, the sample size

was large enough to allow for detailed statistical analysis of the

influence of housing tenure as outlined in the objectives of the W-159

Western Region Project.

The Oregon data from the Western Regional Project W-159: "Conse-

quences of Energy Conservation Policies for Western Region Households"

were used. Data were collected in March 1981 by mail questionnaire from

the stratified (50% rural/50% urban) random sample of 1503 Oregonians.

The data base consisted of 812 responses, 118 from Oregon renters and

694 from nonrenters. Chi square statistical tests were used to test



relationships between energy-related beliefs and home energy conserva-

tion behavior and between three belief requirements and actual behavior.

The results of the chi square tests indicated: 1) renters and

nonrenters both felt there is a serious energy problem, 2) renters

significantly felt their homes to be less energy efficient and in need

of more improvement than did nonrenters, 3) renters and nonrenters

opposed requiring home thermostats for heating to be set no higher than

65°F in the winter, 4) renters more strongly favored while nonrenters

more strongly opposed the requirement to set home thermostats for

cooling no lower than 78°F in the summer, 5) renters and nonrenters

favored providing larger tax credits for improving home energy effi-

ciency, 6) renters and nonrenters significantly differed in their

addition of structural energy-saving measures with nonrenters adding

and renters not adding these measures, 7) renters and nonrenters

did not significantly differ in their effort toward no-cost energy-

saving measures; both renters and nonrenters did these efforts, 8)

there were significant relationships between renters' and nonrenters'

beliefs about the three policy requirements and their actual behavior.

Understanding renters' energy beliefs and conservation behavior

can benefit local and state government planners and housing officials,

Oregon legislators, utility companies, educators, and researchers.
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COMPARISON OF OREGON RENTERS' AND NONRENTERS' HOME ENERGY
CONSERVATION BEHAVIOR, BELIEF ABOUT THE U.S. ENERGY PROBLEM,
BELIEF ABOUT THEIR HOME ENERGY EFFICIENCY, AND BELIEF ABOUT

FOUR ENERGY POLICY DIRECTIONS

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Problem Statement

Considerable research has been focused on energy use and conser-

vation behavior in the home. However, this research has generally

been directed at homeowners' behavior. Much less research has been

focused on the energy use and conservation behavior of renters.

Davidson (1977) recommends:

Energy conservation education should not be limited to

a select group of people. All income groups should be

considered.... Energy conservation education should be

aimed at persons with all levels of education....

[It] should not be restricted to housing types or to

newly constructed housing.... (Davidson, 1977:18).

A prerequisite to understanding energy conserving behavior must be

insight and understanding of persons' beliefs about the energy situa-

tion. Olsen (1978) found that although an energy problem must be per-

ceived before conservation behavior will occur, perception of a problem

does not always lead to conserving behavior. Therefore, beliefs, or

opinions, about the energy problem may he contrary to actual conserving

behavior.

Voluntary conservation efforts have been rather modest. Gottlieb
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and Matre (1976) found that although people expressed concern over

being wasteful, actual voluntary conservation appeared quite minimal.

Further, some people only conserve energy when it is convenient

(Gallup Organization, 1976). Others only conserve when it does not

affect deeper life styles or the consumers' value system (Hyland, 1975).

Threats of energy shortages between 1973 and 1976 did not alter energy

usage, but only created resentment and blame toward government, business

and industry (Angell and Associates, 1975; Bartell, 1974; Bultena,

1976; Doering, 1974; Gottlieb, 1974, 1976; Murray, 1974; Talarzyk,

1974). However, Cunningham and Lopreato (1977) have shown that "energy

use is in large part price-determined," and that "cost is the primary

motivating factor behind conservation" (Cunningham and Lopreato, 1977:

99). Therefore, most studies seem to show that rising energy prices

and energy conservation measures requiring the least amount of effort

will promote and encourage energy conservation.

Home energy conservation adjustments are highly dependent on the

dwelling, family and family's life style. For example, multi-unit

structures require less energy per dwelling unit than single family

dwellings (Morrison, 1976). Wealthier families consume much more energy

than poor families (Cunningham and Lopreato, 1977). Generally, renters

conserve less than owners (Warkov, 1976). Kaplan (1981) identified

three reasons why renters do not improve the energy efficiency of their

dwellings: 1) renters are required to obtain permission from the

owner, 2) renters are mobile, and improvements are unlikely to be cost

effective, and 3) renters do not benefit from residential energy

conservation policy (Kaplan, 1981). Smith (1977) found the lower inci-
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dence rate of conservation among renters to be related to the method

of payment for energy. Renters who were making indirect payments for

energy were less likely to conserve. In addition, rented units tend

to be smaller and use less energy, thus allowing for less energy

conservation potential.

Two approaches to energy conservation have been suggested (Hayes,

1980). The technical approach relies on the usage of new and improved

technologies for improving structural energy efficiency. The social

approach relies on modifying behavior to conserve energy. The two

types of adjustments chosen by most people require behavior modification

and include: 1) turning out the lights when not needed, and 2) reducing

heating or thermostat settings (Bultena, 1976; Bartell, 1974; Doering,

1974; Gottlieb, 1976; Davidson, 1977; Smith, 1977; Warkov, 1976).

There are three limitations to this previous research (W-159

Technical Committee, 1980): 1) most researchers have undertaken

exploratory and descriptive studies, have lacked an overall conceptual

framework, and have not tested specific hypotheses, 2) most researchers

have contributed little to understanding energy conservation behavior

and more to our understanding of energy problem perceptions, and 3)

most researchers have not allowed for detailed analysis about home

energy use and conservation by housing characteristics, i.e., housing

tenure.

Purpose

The purpose of the study was to address the three limitations of

previous research. First, specific hypotheses were tested. Second,
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through hypotheses testing, understanding was gained of energy conser-

vation behavior and energy problem perceptions. Third, the sample

size was large enough to allow for detailed statistical analysis of the

influence of housing tenure as outlined in the objectives of the W-159

Western Region Project.

Further understanding of renters' energy-related beliefs and home

energy conservation behavior can be beneficial in the following ways:

1) knowledge of renters' energy-related beliefs and behaviors can aid

local and state government planners and housing officials in making

policy decisions regarding the distribution of rehabilitation loans and

grants to rental housing, 2) information about renters' energy-related

beliefs and behaviors can aid Oregon legislators in developing and

gaining support for energy conservation legislation, 3) with knowledge

of renters' energy-related beliefs and behaviors, utility companies

can establish programs of home energy audits for renters and home

improvement loan programs that landlords can utilize, 4) understanding

energy-related beliefs and home energy conservation behavior can

benefit housing educators and researchers in their dissemination of

information and in their further research, 5) as the population of

renters increases and as energy prices rise, knowledge of renters'

energy-related beliefs and behaviors can aid in the formation of local

renters' support groups which encourage and promote home energy conser-

vation and lobby for legislation which benefits them.

Objectives

1. to compare the beliefs of renters and nonrenters about the

United States' energy problem, about the energy efficiency of their own
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home, and about providing larger tax credits for improving home energy

efficiency

2. to compare renters with nonrenters in relation to home energy

conservation behavior, i.e., added structural energy-saving measures,

and current no-cost energy-saving measures

3. to compare renters' and nonrenters' beliefs about three policy

directions: (1) to require home thermostats for heating to be set no

higher than 65°F in the winter and (2) for cooling no lower than 78°F

in the summer, and (3) to require everyone's home to pass an energy

audit, and their current energy conserving efforts

Null Hypotheses

H
1

: Renters and nonrenters do not differ in their belief about the

seriousness of the United States' energy problem.

H
2

: Renters and nonrenters do not differ in their belief about the

following measures of energy efficiency for their own home:

a) the energy efficiency of their present home

b) the energy efficiency of their present home compared

to similar homes.

H3: Renters and nonrenters do not differ in their belief about

requiring home thermostats for heating to be set no higher

than 65°F in the winter.

H
4

: Renters and nonrenters do not differ in their belief about

requiring home thermostats for cooling to be set no lower than

78°F in the summer.

H5: Renters and nonrenters do not differ in their belief about
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requiring everyone's home to pass an energy audit.

H
6

: Renters and nonrenters do not differ in their belief about pro-

viding larger tax credits for improving home energy efficiency.

H
7

: Renters and nonrenters do not differ in their addition of the

following structural energy-saving measures:

a) double panes or storms on most windows,

b) good weatherstripping and caulking on most doors and

windows,

c) more than four inches of ceiling insulation,

d) insulation in outside walls,

e) thick floor insulation,

f) storm doors on all entrances,

g) clock set-back thermostats,

h) glass fireplace doors,

i) wood-burning stoves,

j) solar hot-water heaters,

k) solar heating,

1) evaporative coolers,

m) outdoor window shades, and

n) insulated window coverings.

H
8

: Renters and nonrenters do not differ in their effort toward the

following no-cost energy-saving measures:

a) close off some rooms,

b) have water heaters set to 120°F (or less),

c) in winter, set thermostats for heating at 65°F or

lower,
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d) in summer, set thermostats for cooling at 78°F or

higher,

e) change the use of rooms to take advantage of sun-warmed

or shaded areas,

f) open and close window coverings to take advantage of sun

and temperature differences, and

g) have their homes inspected (audited) for energy effi-

ciency.

H9: There is no relationship between renters' belief about requiring

home thermostats for heating to be set no higher than 65°F in the

winter and their actual behavior.

H
10

: There is no relationship between nonrenters' belief about requiring

home thermostats for heating to be set no higher than 65°F in the

winter and their actual behavior.

There is no relationship between renters' belief about requiring

home thermostats for cooling to be set no lower than 78°F in the

summer and their actual behavior.

H
12

: There is no relationship between nonrenters' belief about

requiring home thermostats for cooling to be set no lower than

78°F in the summer and their actual behavior.

H13: There is no relationship between renters' belief about requiring

everyone's home to pass an energy audit and their actual behavior.

H14: There is no relationship between nonrenters' belief about

requiring everyone's home to pass an energy audit and their

actual behavior.
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Limitations

1) This study was restricted to a sample of 812 Oregon house-

holds taken from all Oregon telephone directories.

2) Beliefs are subject to change over time. Explanations of

relationships between home energy conservation behavior and

beliefs relate only to the specific time the data were

collected.

3) Renters in this study may be atypical of renters in general.

4) Renters and nonrenters who did not return the questionnaire

may be different from those who did return the questionnaire.

Assumptions

1) The sample is representative of Oregon households with listed

telephone numbers.

2) The information provided by the sample respondents is complete

and accurate.

3) The measurement of belief about home energy efficiency is

based on a subjective response and was not checked using

more objective measures.

Definitions

1) Belief: a person's information or opinion they have about

themselves and the world in which they live (Ajzen and

Fishbein, 1980).

2) Energy conserving adjustments: either sturctural energy-

saving changes or no-cost energy-saving efforts.

3) Energy conserving behavior: individual actions taken in the
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home to conserve energy.

4) Family's life style: tenure of the family, i.e., whether they

are a renter or a nonrenter.

5) No-cost energy-saving efforts: include the following energy-

conserving adjustments:

a) close off some rooms,

b) have water heaters set to 120°F (or less),

c) in winter, set thermostats for heating at 65°F or

lower,

d) in summer, set thermostats for cooling at 78°F or

higher,

e) change the use of rooms to take advantage of sun-

warmed or shaded areas,

f) open and close window coverings to take advantage of

sun and temperature differences, and

g) have a home inspected (audited) for energy efficiency.

6) Nonrenter: any respondent whose response to question 17 from

the questionnaire was either "owned by you" or "owned in

condominium by you."

7) Renter: any respondent whose response to question 17 from the

questionnaire was "rented by you."

8) Rural: any respondent whose dwelling is not located in the

Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas in Oregon.

9) Structural energy-saving changes: include the following

energy-conserving adjustments:

a) double panes or storms on most windows,

b) good weatherstripping and caulking on most doors



and windows,

c) more than four inches of ceiling insulation,

d) insulation in outside walls,

e) thick floor insulation,

f) storm doors on all entrances,

g) clock set-back thermostats,

10

h) glass fireplace doors,

i) wood-burning stoves,

j) solar hot-water heaters,

k) solar heating,

1) evaporative coolers,

m) outdoor window shades, and

n) insulated window coverings.

10) United States' energy problem: .assumption that the United

States' future energy need is based on limited resources,

uncontrollable foreign supply, and lack of consensus on energy

policy.

11) Urban: any respondent whose dwelling is located in the Stan-

dard Metropolitan Statistical Areas in Oregon which include

the following six counties: Clackamas, Lane, Marion, Multnomah,

Polk, and Washington (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1980).
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The major topics discussed in this chapter include U.S. energy

consumption, home energy conservation, home energy efficiency, direc-

tions of energy policy, renters, belief, attitude and behavior, validity,

and the theoretical framework.

U.S. Energy Consumption

United States energy consumption has changed since the early part

of this century. In this section of the review of literature, past,

present, and future energy consumption will be discussed. The focus

then narrows with a discussion of one type of energy consumption,

residential energy consumption.

Past and Present Energy Consumption

With rapid technological change and cheap, available energy

sources, Americans' lifestyles have changed enormously in this century.

The percentage of electrically wired homes jumped from eight percent in

1907 to 100 percent in 1973 (Newman and Day, 1975). In addition,

households with radio and television increased, respectively, from two

percent in 1923 to 100 percent in 1973, and nine percent in 1950 to

97 percent in 1973. New energy sources changed kitchens, homes,

cities, families, and lives.

United States' per capita consumption had risen from 180 million

BTU's in 1925 to 350 million BTU's in 1973 (Cunningham and Lopreato, 1977).

Total energy consumption in the United States increased from 20,809
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trillion BTU's in 1925 to 75,561 trillion BTU's in 1973 (Dorf, 1978).

Between 1973 and 1980, the total energy consumed in the United States

had risen at an average of 1.3 percent per year (U.S. Dept. of Energy,

1981).

Future Energy Consumption

Many projections of future energy consumption have been made;

however, these projections vary considerably depending on the estimated

fuel supply and on the estimated consumption rate. According to

Bartlett (1978), "the consumption of resources is generally growing

exponentially" (p. 878). The historical trend in crude

oil production, for example, shows that production grew by 7.04 percent

per year between 1890 and 1970 and doubled every 9.8 years (Bartlett,

1978). For illustration of this concept see Figure 1.

Estimates of future energy consumption based on estimates of the

life of the resource supply is secondary to knowing the rate of con-

sumption (Bartlett, 1978). When growth in consumption of energy is

exponential, doubling the resource only increases the life expectancy

of the resource briefly. "Quadrupling the resource extends the life of

the resource by only two doubling times!" (Bartlett, 1978:879-880).

Thus, historically, energy consumption has been growing exponen-

tially in a period of about ten years (Bartlett, 1978). Future energy

consumption, too, it seems, may continue to follow this pattern.

Residential Energy Consumption

Energy consumption may be discussed in relation to the particular

consuming sector. These sectors include residential, commerical,
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This amount of oil must be discovered if we
wish to have oil consumption continue to
grow 7 percent per year for the decade
2000 - 2010.

Figure 1. Historical trend in crude oil production.
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"The area of each rectangle represents the quantity
of petroleum consumed in the labeled decades and the
diagram makes it clear that when the doubling time is
one decade, the quantity consumed in a decade is equal
to the total of all preceding consumption. The area
of the rectangle ABDC approximately represents the
known world petroleum resource" (Bartlett, 1978:880).
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transportation, industrial, and electrical generation utilities (Dorf,

1978). In this study, residential energy consumption is emphasized.

This sector accounts for 32 percent of total energy use (Sonenblum,

1980).

Nationally, space heating is the largest energy user in the home,

accounting for approximately two-thirds or 64 percent of residential

energy use (Dorf, 1978). Hot water heating uses 24 percent of residen-

tial energy, while lighting, cooking, clothes drying, and refrigeration

accounts for 12 percent of residential energy use.

The distribution of energy consumption differs from house to

house and from region to region depending on heating requirements. In

Oregon, space heating accounts for about 50 percent of the residential

energy consumption requirements, water heating 25 percent, and lighting,

cooking, clothes drying and refrigeration 25 percent (Brown, 1981).

The historical trend in United States' energy consumption is one

of exponential growth. Future energy consumption, too, may grow

exponentially. In the residential sector, energy consumption accounts

for 32 percent of total energy usage, with the largest amount of energy

being used for space heating.

Home Energy Conservation

Home energy conservation is one way of partially alleviating the

United States' energy problem. The concept of conservation, however,

has been misunderstood. In the following review of literature, the

concept of conservation is clarified, and support is given for conserv-

ing energy. In addition, the potential contribution that residential
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energy conservation can make is discussed.

Concept of Conservation

The concept of conservation has not been positively looked upon

by all people. Bartlett (1978) noted that some powerful people in the

multi-national oil companies, auto industry, labor union, and govern-

ment are among some who oppose the concept of conservation (Bartlett,

1978).

For clarity, energy conservation should not be associated with

curtailment.

In contrast to curtailment (heroic measures to reduce

consumption quickly by whatever means are least costly), con-

servation is the economic response to total energy cost. It

means changing technology and procedures to reduce the demand

for energy (or for specific scarce fuels) without corresponding

reductions in living standards (Gibbons and Chandler, 1980:405).

Therefore, the concept of conservation requires little self-sacrifice

whereas curtailment requires much more drastic measures.

Reasons for Energy Conservation

Since the 1973 Arab oil embargo, Americans have experienced a

continual rise in energy prices resulting in an inflationary spiral

of higher prices for goods and services and a greater portion of

disposable income being spent for energy purposes.

During the period from 1973 to 1976, heating fuel costs

rose 68.8 percent and utility bills 41.8 percent. Our

most recent research shows that from the period 1975 to
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1978, heating fuel costs rose an astounding 77.1 percent

and utility bills rose 34.9 percent (Miller, 1980:350).

Conservation, therefore, can help alleviate the pressure put on

family income due to rising energy prices.

In addition to the direct economic gains which result from con-

servation efforts, conserving energy has several additional advanta-

ges (Russell, 1979). Conservation can help reduce dependency on

foreign oil. Conservation is safe, cheap, and clean. Conservation

helps postpone reliance on new sources of energy (Russell, 1979).

Energy conservation also allows fossil fuels to be used for non-

energy purposes such as drugs and lubricants (Hayes, 1980).

There are many reasons to conserve energy. However, several

circumstances help explain why conservation opportunities have not

been utilized more fully (Russell, 1979). These include the invi-

sibility of the current energy problem, the deceptive media campaign

waged against conservation, and perhaps the main reason, energy is

underpriced. As prices continue to rise due to shortages of energy

sources, and as people begin believing that an energy problem exists,

more people may find reason to conserve energy.

Residential Energy Conservation Potential

Several factors contribute to the amount of energy which can be

conserved in the residential sector. First, residential energy con-

servation depends not only on the building design, but also on the

heating equipment used (Darmstadter, 1975). Second, geographical
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location and the type of community also influence conservation poten-

tial (Grier, 1980).

Despite these factors affecting energy conservation potential,

estimates of residential energy conservation savings have been made.

"Studies across the country indicate that 25 to SO percent reductions

in energy use in the American housing stock are possible with rela-

tively simple efforts" (Stobaugh and Yergin, 1980:418). For example,

Darmstadter (1975) reports results of 40 percent space heating energy

need reduction as a result of home insulation. Miller (1980) reports

possible reductions in apartment buildings of 20 to 30 percent.

Although estimates vary, as do building design, heating equipment,

geographic location and type of community, it is evident that sub-

stantial residential energy savings are possible through energy con-

servation practices.

Approaches to Residential Energy Conservation

Conservation of home energy has taken two approaches (Hayes,

1980). Improvement of home energy efficiency may result from

making structural energy conserving adjustments. Home energy may

also be conserved through behavior modification which results in

consumption of less energy. In this literature review, the technical

and social approaches to residential energy conservation will be

discussed.

Technical Approach

The technical approach to home energy conservation aims to improve

the efficiency of the dwelling by either plugging leaks or switching
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machines. "Leak plugging eliminates the waste in existing technolo-

gies, while machine switching involves the replacement of existing

devices with more efficient ones" (Hayes, 1980:411). For example,

insulating a house would constitute leak plugging while changing

from an oil burning furnace to a heat pump would represent machine

switching. Both leak plugging adjustments and machine switching

adjustments improve the energy efficiency of the structure.

Considerable potential exists for reducing residential energy

consumption through the use of technical solutions. With space heating

the largest energy user in the home, technical solutions provide the

greatest potential for savings in home heating requirements. According

to Darmstadter (1975), 40 percent of the space heating needs could be

saved by insulating the home. Landsberg (1980) suggests savings

between 10 and 15 percent by simply tightening and reorganizing con-

ventional uses. According to The Pacific Northwest Residential Energy

Survey (1980) which was based on 4,030 interviews with residential

electric customers, there are opportunities in the Pacific Northwest

to 1) improve roof insulation, 2) insulate the floor, 3) add double

glazed or storm windows, 4) install storm doors, 5) add weather-

stripping, 6) add caulking to windows and doors, and 7) install insu-

lation on water heaters and hot water pipes. With technical solutions,

the dwelling's energy efficiency is improved and the requirements for

residential space heating are lessened.

Social Approach

The second approach to residential energy conservation is a social

approach which requires changes in the way people behave (Hayes, 1980).
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"This conservation tactic generally refers to minor changes in life

style that are mostly neutral in their effect on people but that are

occasionally inconvenient or irritating" (Hayes, 1980:413). Turning

off unnecessary lights, closing off unused rooms, turning down the

thermostat and lowering the water heater thermostat are all examples of

a social approach to energy conservation.

The social approach is not to be discounted. In their research,

Morrison, Gladhart, Zuiches, Keith, Keefe, and Long (1978) concluded

that "family behavior and energy efficient technology are equally impor-

tant in saving energy" (Morrison, et. al., 1978:20). Overall energy

reduction is influenced significantly by both technical and social

solutions. Landsberg (1980) also supports the social approach as

"contagious responses to social pressure" (Landsberg, 1980:276).

In summary, technical and social approaches to residential energy

conservation require different types of residential energy conservation

adjustments. Technical solutions improve the energy efficiency of the

dwelling and provide greater conservation potential. The social

approach requires a behavior modification to reduce energy usage. Both

approaches must be utilized to achieve an effective level of residen-

tial energy reduction.

Directions of Energy Policy

The intent of energy policy is to achieve energy savings by

altering the energy-consuming behavior of individuals (Webber, 1979).

Incentives are particularly effective in altering individuals' energy-

consuming behavior. Following a discussion of economic incentives for
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energy conservation, federal, state, and proposed state energy conser-

vation legislation designed to achieve energy savings are discussed.

Economic Incentives

Economic incentives have generally been developed at the various

levels of government to encourage individual energy conservation.

Incentives may include grants, subsidies, tax credits, low-interest

loans, and government-sponsored research and development (Russell,

1979). "These types of incentives lower what for many people are sig-

nificant barriers to conservation undertakings by reducing high

initial capital costs or by alleviating the economic consequences

(e.g., property tax increases) of making the improvements" (Russell,

1979:15-16).

Several researchers in the mid-1970's found that the greatest

incentive to conserve energy is the cost of energy and the desire to

save money (Cunningham and Lopreato, 1977). Sonenblum (1980) concluded

that energy prices and income levels affect household energy consump-

tion. Russell (1979) noted that energy prices and taxes are of utmost

importance in energy conservation plans. Therefore, "positive economic

incentives - those that can help the consumer save money - may be

more efficient than either behavioral regulation or price regulation..."

(Cunningham and Lopreato, 1977:76).

Federal Legislation

At the Federal level, most energy conservation legislation has

been focused on energy conservation incentives and educational pro-

grams. Following are three conservation statutes passed by the
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Federal government (Hirst and Carney, 1977):

1) Energy Policy and Conservation Act of 1975. This grant-in-

aid program assists states in establishing state energy conservation

programs with the goal of reducing energy consumption by 5 percent

by 1980.

2) The Energy Conservation and Production Act of 1976. This

residential, commerical, and public building energy conservation

program includes new construction performance standards, low-income

weatherization, and an educational program to identify energy incen-

tives to homeowners.

3) President's Energy Plan of 1978. This program was designed

to coordinate a residential and public building conservation program

by incorporation of mandatory appliance labeling and efficiency

targets, thermal standards for new buildings, and retrofit of 90

percent of existing residences through the establishment of energy

conservation incentives (Hirst and Carney, 1977:212).

State Legislation

The legislature of the State of Oregon has developed energy

conservation policies through legislated programs of weatherization

incentives.

The 1977 Legislature approved a comprehensive set of

weatherization programs and incentives to promote volun-

tary conservation in homes and other structures. Most of

these programs have focused on the residential sector

because of the significant savings potential that can be

realized through relatively simple measures such as
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weatherization, insulation and energy-efficient building

codes. One or more of the programs has reached an

estimated 56,000 Oregon homes since October 1977

(Oregon Department of Energy, 1979:49).

The following is a summary of these Oregon programs (Oregon Dept

of Energy, 1979):

1) Tax Credit (HB 2701) - A personal income tax credit of 25

percent of the weatherization costs (up to a maximum credit of $125),

can be claimed by homeowners who improve the energy efficiency of

their principal residence. The credit applies to such items as

caulking, weatherstripping, vapor barrier materials, timed thermostats,

insulation and storm windows and doors.

2) Veterans Loans - In order to acquire a Department of Veterans

Affairs (DVA) loan to purchase a home built before July 1, 1974, the

home must meet weatherization standards set by the Department of

Commerce. The cost of these energy conservation improvements can be

added to the principal of the DVA loan.

3) Private Utility Programs (HB 2157) - Oregon's six investor-

owned gas and electric utilities are required to provide weatherization

services to their residential space heating customers. Low-interest

financing is to be provided by the utility or arranged through a

commercial lending institution at an interest rate determined by the

Public. Utility Commissioner.

4) Public Utilities and Oil Dealers Programs (HB 3265) -

Publicly-owned utilities and major fuel oil dealers are also required

to provide weatherization services to their space heating customers.
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Customers are referred to private weatherization contractors, and

local commercial lenders provide low-interest, state-subsidized

weatherization loans.

5) Elderly Low Income (SB 4) - Four million dollars has been

appropriated to provide reimbursements up to $300 for weatherization

expenses for certain elderly low income homeowners. The program

assists persons who do not participate in other state weatherization

programs or who are ineligible for federal weatherization benefits

(Oregon Department of Energy, 1979:49-51).

One obvious disadvantage of the previous federal and state energy

conservation legislation is its limited application to all residential

units. The legislation is directed solely to homeowners and does not

encourage energy conservation by renters. In Oregon, this eliminates

approximately 33.5 percent of residences which are renter occupied

(Census of Housing, 1970).

Proposed State Legislation

In the 1981 Regular Session of the Oregon Legislative Assembly

several bills were proposed which would extend weatherization credit

to renters. The following is a summary of these proposed bills:

1) House Bill 2091 - Extends tax credit for weatherization

to renters who have the owner's consent to weatherize.

2) House Bill 3044 - Grants, for property tax purposes, a limited

assessment of 75 percent of market value to rental residential property

that is weatherized on or after the effective date of this Act and

before January 1, 1988.

3) House Bill 3207 Declares that an alternative energy device
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installed by a tenant in a dwelling unit with landlord's written

permission is not a fixture in which the landlord has legal interest.

Allows the landlord to require the tenant to comply with certain

conditions before granting permission.

4) Senate Bill 33 - Adds adequate weatherization, as defined

by the Department of Energy, as an element of habitability of a

rental dwelling unit.

5) Senate Bill 36 - Declares that dwellings be as energy

efficient as economically possible. Requires a dwelling to be energy

efficient by January 1, 1986, in order for an owner to sell or rent

the dwelling.

6) Senate Bill 52 - Expands the tax credit to persons who take

steps to save home heat and energy. Allows the credit to a renter

if the renter pays the cost.

7) Senate Bill 254 - Requires a dwelling to be energy efficient

by January 1, 1986, in order for the owner to sell or rent the

dwelling.

Although these bills did not pass the 1981 Regular Session of the

Oregon Legislative Assembly, it is clear that an interest in expanded

energy conservation incentives is present. In the future, Oregon may

elect to provide energy conservation incentives for all residential

dwellings, including those owned and those rented.

In addition to positive economic incentives, which overwhelmingly

have been shown to be the key to significant energy conservation,

Russell (1979) identified three additional approaches which government

can take to encourage conservation. First, education is necessary for
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the success of any other strategies. Second, appeals to the nation

that an emergency exists have not been effective by themselves, as we

have seen, but when combined with other strategies, such as education

and incentives, may provide more encouragement to conserve. Third,

regulation, which has been typical governmental response to the energy

problem, can be effective if regulation of prices is not artificially

suppressed. "Modifying or lifting price controls on oil and natural

gas to eliminate the distorted signals that controls send consumers

would enhance the chance for success..." (Russell, 1979:16). Therefore,

although positive economic incentives will ultimately determine the

success of energy conservation, education, exhortation and regulation

can contribute, to a lesser degree, to successful energy conservation.

Renters

Renters face an energy dilemma. They are "becoming the first

casualties of the energy crisis. They are those members of society

least able to pay for increasing energy costs, and least able to do

anything about improving their situation" (Kaplan, 1981:1). Several

reasons are given for this phenomenon following which a profile of

renters, and the research which has been conducted relating to their

energy conservation behavior are discussed.

Reasons for Renters Energy Dilemma

Kaplan (1981) cites three reasons why renters are limited in

improving their energy situation. First, United States residential

energy policy has been directed at homeowners and not at renters.

Therefore, renters have not been able to benefit from residential
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energy conservation incentive programs. Second, owners' permission

must be obtained before changes may be made. Owners are legally

protected if permission is not obtained prior to the improvements

being made. Third, renters are often mobile and do not find energy-

saving improvements to be cost-effective investments.

Renter Profile

Renters are a large and growing segment of the American population.

According to Kaplan (1981), renters are:

...the occupants of more than 26 million residences in the

United States, about 35 percent of the housing stock.

Most of them live crowded into our largest urban areas.

In many cities they actually outnumber homeowners. They

stay, on the average, less than three years in one place.

Renters are primarily low-income people. In 1977 the

median income of a renter was $8,000. The average home-

owner made $16,000 that year (Kaplan, 1981:1).

In the western United States, renters occupy 38.6 percent of all

housing units, 87 percent of these being in urban areas (U.S. Bureau

of Census, 1977). Renters live, on the average, 5.0 miles or 17

minutes from work, whereas owners live 8.5 miles or 21 minutes from work.

Rental units tend to be older with an average of 3.8 rooms as opposed

to 5.6 rooms in owner-occupied units. The median income of Western

United States' renters is $9,000 and for owners is $17,800. Renters

spend 26 percent of their income on housing while owners spend 20

percent. The median gross rent paid by renters is $206 and the median

monthly housing cost for owners with a mortgage is $305. Renters more
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often (17%) live in their dwelling unit less than three months than

do owners (4%). Of the units with structural deficiencies (11% of

owner-occupied and 15% of renter-occupied), 14 percent of renters

occupied households and two percent of owner-occupied households

expressed a desire to move (U.S. Census Bureau, 1977).

Research About Renters' Energy Conservation

In the preliminary findings of a research study of low income

black urban tenants, Tyler and Kiene (1981) reported that those

energy-conserving behaviors requiring little effort, adjustment, or

cost were done more frequently than those requiring adjustment or

money.

Most tenants closed draperies at night and shut off

unused lights, but fewer had reduced temperature

while home, installed plastic or glass storm

windows, caulked or weatherstripped, taped cracks,

insulated the water heater or reduced the hot water

temperature (Tyler and Kiene, 1981:2).

The Pacific Northwest Residential Energy Survey researchers found

weatherization differences between owner and renter-occupied dwellings.

Renter-occupied dwellings less often had storm windows, plastic over

windows, weatherstripping, wall insulation, and ceiling insulation

of R-15 and more. Renter-occupied dwellings more often had ceiling

insulation of R-0 to R-15 (The Pacific Northwest Residential Energy Sur-

vey, 1980). In the results of their research on energy-conserving practices

of older adults, Braun, Bolton and Williams (1980) found, of those

people who did not adopt weatherization practices, 13 percent cited
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renting as a reason for non-adoption.

Miller (1980) believes that those changes requiring relatively

little time and money could produce a savings of between 20 and 30

percent in apartment buildings. The recommended changes described

by Miller (1980) include low-flow water-saving shower heads, flow-

limiting aerators, lowering hot water heater settings, low-energy

light bulbs, automatic temperature-limiting thermostats, existing

equipment maintenance, storm windows, proper insulation, repair of

water leaks, and use of electric timing switches.

Although there appears to be few incentives for renters to

improve the energy efficiency of their dwellings, there are some low-

cost or no-cost changes which renters can make to help reduce their

energy costs as well as reduce overall energy consumption in rented

dwellings.

Belief, Attitude and Behavior

Some knowledge of belief and its relationship to attitude and

behavior is necessary to understanding the concept of belief in this

study. The Ajzen and Fishbein (1980) model has been chosen for this

purpose. Introduced in 1967, the theory of reasoned action has been

developed, tested and refined over the years. The theory is based on

an assumption that people, using the information available to them,

consider the implications of their actions before acting and select

decisions most rational to them. Also assumed is that "most actions

of social relevance are under volitional control" (Ajzen and Fishbein,

1980:5).
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The Fishbein model is illustrated in Figure 2 (Ajzen and Fishbein,

1980). In the theory, a person's intention to perform or not perform

a behavior (behavioral intention) is viewed as the immediate determinant

of the action. A person's behavioral intention is a function of 1) his

attitude toward the behavior and 2) his subjective norm. Attitude

toward the behavior refers to "the person's judgment that performing

the behavior is good or bad" and subjective norm refers to "the person's

perception of the social pressures put on him to perform or not perform

the behavior in question" (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980:6). These attitu-

dinal and normative factors may vary between persons; and, therefore,

by assigning a relative weight to each of these factors, the explanatory

value of behavioral intention is increased. According to the theory,

attitudes are a function of beliefs. Behavioral beliefs underlie a

person's attitude toward the behavior. Normative beliefs underlie a

person's subjective norm (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980). As can be seen

from this model, a person's behavior can be traced back through a series

of intervening relationships to the person's beliefs.

Validity

Three types of validity are recognized in social science research:

I) criterion validity, 2) construct validity, and 3) content validity.

First, criterion validity is related to the accuracy with which

behavior can be guessed from the knowledge of behavioral intention

scores (Neale and Liebert, 1980). Second, construct validity refers to

the extent to which an entity which has no actual existence, i.e.,

attitude, operates in relation to independent variables, i.e., tenure,



The person's beliefs that
the behavior leads to
certain outcomes and his
evaluations of these

outcomes

The person's beliefs that
specific individuals or
groups think he should or
should not perform the
behavior and his motivation
to comply with the specific
referents

Attitude toward
the behavior

Relative importance
of attitudinal and
normative considerations

Subjective
norm

Intention

Figure 2. Factors determining a person's behavior

(Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980)

O
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age, income (Neale and Liebert, 1980). Third, "content validity is

the property of containing content that is directly and representa-

tively sampled from the domain of interest" (Neale and Liebert, 1980:

39). Content validity is based on inclusion of all important areas

related to the topic being studied and on inclusion of all concepts

within each area being covered. For example, the content of the

questionnaire, "Energy Directions: A Western Perspective," is valid

when the topic of home-energy related concerns is fully represented

by relevant and pertinent questions about each important area within

the topic being studied (Appendix). Content validation is a subjective

and judgmental determination.

Theoretical Framework

In this study, the Ajzen and Fishbein (1980) behavior prediction

model does not correspond perfectly to the data used for analysis.

Several dimensions have been added to the model while other portions

have not been tested. In this study, therefore, the Ajzen and Fishbein

(1980) model is not tested, but other relationships are suggested which

may need to be added to the Ajzen and Fishbein (1980) model.

The external variable, tenure (i.e., rent vs. own), was the prin-

cipal independent variable used. Ajzen and Fishbein (1980) believe,

"external variables may influence the beliefs a person holds or the

relative importance he attaches to attitudinal and normative considera-

tions" (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980:9). Therefore, tenure, as an external

variable, could be influencial on the belief statements used in this

study.

Four of the seven statements in Figure 3 (i.e., a through d)



External
Variable

Tenure

a) renter

b) nonrenter

1--

Parts a, b, c only

Behavioral Belief

a) require thermostats set no
higher than 65°F in winter

b) require thermostats set no
lower than 78°F in summer

c) require everyone's home to
pass an energy audit

d) provide larger tax credits
for improving home energy
efficiency

Normative Reliefs

none

Other Beliefs

e) seriousness of U.S. energy

problem
f) energy efficiency of present

home
g) energy efficiency of present

home compared to similar homes

Attitude toward
Behavior

none

Subjective Norm

none

Behavioral
Intention

none

Behavior A

a)

b)

c)

thermostat set no
higher than 65°F
in winter
thermostat set no
lower than 78°F
in summer
have home audited
for energy
efficiency

Behavior B

a) structural changes
added

b) no-cost efforts
done now

Figure 3. Theoretical Model
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represent behavioral beliefs. These beliefs make up a person's

attitude toward the behavior. The "other" beliefs (i.e., e through

g) do not represent behavioral beliefs, nor do they represent nor-

mative beliefs, beliefs that others think he should or should not

perform the behavior. In this case, the "other" beliefs do not under-

lie behavioral predictions since they do not contain either a

behavioral or normative component. Therefore, only the influence of

tenure on these beliefs was analyzed.

In this study, there was no attempt to develop an attitude toward

behavior scale and no attempt to predict behavior through use of a

behavioral intention score. Since the belief statement used for this

study did not include normative beliefs, a subjective norm scale was

not developed. It was not an objective in this study to predict

behavior but was instead an objective to analyze the relationships

between tenure and energy conservation behavior, i.e., structural

changes added and no-cost efforts done now, and energy-related beliefs.

In addition, the relationship between three belief statements, (i.e.,

a through c, Figure 3) and renters' and nonrenters' actual behavior

was analyzed.

Although predicting behavior was not the purpose of this study,

the Ajzen and Fishbein (1980) model does contribute to understanding

belief, which is emphasized in this study. Belief is "the information

individuals have about themselves and the world in which they live"

(Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980:62). A belief is formed by associating

various characteristics, qualities and attributes to an object, action,

or event. They may be acquired through direct observation, indirectly

through outside sources, or through self-generated inference processes.
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Some beliefs may endure time, others may be forgotten, and still new

beliefs may be formed (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980).

Generally, a small number of beliefs determine a person's attitude.

These beliefs, termed salient beliefs, are the immediate determinants

of a person's attitude toward a behavior and of a subjective norm.

Salient beliefs may change by becoming stronger or weaker or by being

replaced by new beliefs (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980). According to

Ajzen and Fishbein (1980) it is the salient beliefs which are the

primary determinants of attitude. "Beliefs are thus viewed as under-

lying a person's attitudes and subjective norms, and they ultimately

determine intentions and behavior" (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980:62).

Only behavioral beliefs or normative beliefs fit the Ajzen and Fishbein

(1980) model because attitudes formed only from these beliefs "are

the only attitudes that are directly relevant for predicting and

understanding human behavior" (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980:64).

All hypotheses (p. 5) are covered by the model. The items on

the questionnaire which were used as the variables in the model are

summarized in Table 52 (Appendix). Remaining items from the ques-

tionnaire are summarized in Table 53 (Appendix). These questions

were determined by experts to be important and comprehensively cover

the six indicated topics.
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CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY

The data for this analysis were obtained from a survey which was

conducted as a project by a Western Regional Agricultural Experiment

Station Committee (W-159). The project was titled "Consequences of

Energy Conservation Policies for Western Region Households." Ten

western states and Pennsylvania participated in the project.

The questionnaire, "Energy Directions: A Western Perspective,"

as completed by the Western Regional W-159 Technical Committee, sample

selection, and data collection are discussed in this chapter. Sample

selection and data collection discussions were excerpted from Marganus

(1981, M.S. thesis) also based on the Oregon data from the Western

Regional Project W-159. Also explained is the statistical analysis

which includes the data weighting procedure, sample descriptors, and

null hypotheses testing. The data from the Oregon sample were used

for analysis in this study.

Description of the Questionnaire

The Western Regional W-159 Technical Committee developed the mail

questionnaire, "Energy Directions: A Western Perspective." The

questionnaire, based on a review of previous energy conservation

research, was developed to determine where further research could aid

policy makers in proposing energy conservation policy.

The Total Design Method for Mail Surveys (TDM) was employed in

designing the questionnaire and in standardizing the data collection
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(Dillman, 1978). TDM was used in an attempt to elicit a response rate

of between 65 and 75 percent. The questionnaire consisted of the

equivalent of ten 81" x 11" pages, photographically reduced to 6" x 81",

and printed in booklet form. This procedure of page limitation and

photographic reduction was essential to getting the expected high

response rate for this study (Dillman, 1978).

The first draft of the questionnaire was distributed by mail to

the W-159 Technical Committee and was then refined at the first meeting

of the W-159 Technical Committee. After final revisions, the instru-

ment was pilot tested by researchers in ten of the participating states,

and final revisions were made. Topical divisions of the instrument

included, "the big picture," "energy directions," "ways to cut back,"

"energy efficiency at home," "about your home," "home energy costs,"

and demographical and investment-related questions. A copy of the

questionnaire is included in the Appendix.

Sample Selection

A stratified (50% rural /50% urban) random sample was drawn from

each participating state. For Oregon, telephone directories served as

the sampling frame. In Oregon, 95 percent of the population have tele-

phones, 85 percent of which are listed (Pacific Northwest Bell, 1981).

According to the sampling design, half the questionnaires were mailed

to the female head of household and half were mailed to the male head

of household. For Oregon, an adequate sample size was estimated at

approximately 850 respondents (W-159 Technical Committee, 1980). In

order to obtain this number, initially 1503 questionnaires were mailed

(Marganus, 1981).
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Data Collection

The Total Design Method calls for a very specific procedure of

data collection. The two guiding principles are to personalize the

letter of introduction that goes along with the questionnaire, and to

follow-up on non-respondents. The letters asking respondents to par-

ticipate in the study were all individually typed on an APPLE 2 text

editing computer. The letter stressed the importance of the respon-

dent's participation and was handsigned by the principal investigator

using blue ink. A copy of the introductory letter is included in the

Appendix. The letters and return envelopes were post-marked with

regular stamps to avoid the appearance of business mail. The initial

mailing and follow-ups were done according to the schedule described

below.

First Mailing on March 9, 1981. In the initial mailing 1503

questionnaires were sent to randomly selected households, 753 to rural

residents and 750 to urban residents. Each letter that was mailed

contained a questionnaire and an introductory letter. Letters that could

not be delivered were checked for possible errors in the address and

re-mailed.

One-week Postcard Follow-up. One week after initial mailing on

March 16, 1981 a postcard follow-up was mailed to each participant. The

postcard was preprinted and again handsigned by the principal investi-

gator. The postcard contained a thank you for those who had already

mailed back their questionnaire and a friendly reminder for others to

answer the questionnaire.
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Second Follow-up after two weeks (March 30, 1981) A lithographed

letter, which again was handsigned, was mailed. It provided a second

questionnaire in case the first one had not arrived or was misplaced.

As questionnaires were received they were marked off the mailing list

according to their identification number. Thus it was possible to

include only those participants in the second follow-up which had not

answered by that time. The follow-up letter was slightly more urging

than the first letter (see Appendix).

Third Follow-up. The Total Design Method calls for a third follow-

up on non-respondents. This is accomplished either by telephone or by

certified mail. The third follow-up produces a higher return than the

first and second follow-up, according to Dillman (1978). Response rates

typically reach between 60 and 75 percent after the third follow-up.

However, this procedure is extremely costly. Oregon chose not to do a

third follow-up because the response rate was judged to be already

sufficient.

Statistical Analysis

The useable questionnaires were coded under the direction of

the Oregon Principal Investigator, and coded responses were punched

on computer cards. This data was then transferred to a magnetic tape

which was the source of data to be analyzed in this study. The

statistical analysis for this study was completed at the Milne Computer

Center, Oregon State University.
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Data Weighting Procedure

The questions used for the Oregon Sample description were not

weighted. All other statistical testing was weighted based on the

true Oregon rural/urban stratification of 40 percent rural and 60 per-

cent urban (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1980). According to the 1980

Advanced Report of the Census of Population and Housing, the Oregon

urban population of 1,575,081 represents 59.8 percent of the total

Oregon population of 2,632,663. The Oregon rural population of

1,057,582 represents 40.2 percent of the total Oregon population. The

following weighting factor was used.

Weighting factor =
n

n.
1

where n = sample size,

n. = actual number of rural or urban observations,

Ni = actual rural or urban population in Oregon,

and N = actual total Oregon population.

The fitted equations were:

833 1,575,081
Urban Weighting Factor =

410 x 2,632,663
1.2155.

833 1,057,582
Rural Weighting Factor =

423 x 2,632,663 7911.

Sample Descriptors

The questions used from the questionnaire for the sample descrip-

tion were not weighted. The following variables were used to describe

the sample: 1) housing tenure, 2) sex, 3) age, 4) martial status,
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5) income, 6) employment status, 7) educational level, 8) type of

dwelling, 9) number of rooms in the dwelling, 10) year dwelling

constructed, 11) monthly housing payment, 12) term of residence, 13)

rural/urban location, 14) inside/outside city limits location, 15)

belief about cutting home energy use or travel, and 16) belief about

rationing heating fuel or gasoline.

Null Hypotheses Testing

Chi square statistical tests were used to test all null hypotheses

at the .05 significance level. The chi square test determines whether

there is a difference in the number or frequency of people responding

in certain ways. Using this technique, the probability can be deter-

mined that the difference between responses is due to sampling error

and not to differences in preferences within the population from which

the sample was selected. Chi square was used because of its appro-

priateness for analysis of nominal and ordinal data, which were the

primary types of data used in this study. The only requirement for

the appropriate use of the chi square, that is, that frequencies be

independent of each other, has been satisfied in this study.

For hypotheses one through eight, the chi square results deter-

mined whether the distributions for renters were the same as the dis-

tributions for nonrenters. For three of these hypotheses, each depen-

dent variable (i.e., a and b in hypothesis two; a through n in hypothesis

seven, and a through g in hypothesis eight) was tested separately.

For hypothesis seven, the analysis included those respondents who

added and did not add (i.e., checked "plan to add within two years" and

"doesn't exist and no plans to add within two years") structural energy-
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saving measures on the questionnaire. For hypothesis eight, the

analysis included those respondents who do now and do not do now (i.e.,

checked "don't do now, but plan to do within two years," and "don't

do now and no plans for future") no-cost energy-saving measures on

the questionnaire. The chi square tests used to test hypothesis nine

through 14 determined whether the distributions for each of the

three belief statements were the same as the distributions for each

of the corresponding behaviors, for both renters and nonrenters.
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CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS

Following the sampling response rate, this chapter includes

validity of the questionnaire, description of the sample, null hypo-

theses findings, and discussion of the findings.

Sampling Response Rate

Out of 1503 mailed questionnaires (753 rural, 750 urban), 834

useable questionnaires were returned. Of the remaining 669 question-

naires, 137 were undeliverable, 24 were ineligible because they had

moved, 101 were overt refusals, and the remaining 407 were non-returned

refusals. The completion rate was 55.5 percent and was computed:

Returned and useable questionnaires
Completion Rate x 100,

Total number mailed

therefore,

Completion Rate 834
1503

x 100 = 55.5 percent.

This is a low enough response rate that findings can be generalized only

to those who completed this questionnaire.

Validity of the Questionnaire

Content validation of the questionnaire is based on comprehensive

coverage of the important areas related to the topic being studied.

Content validation is a subjective and judgmental determination.

This research was based on a survey of home energy-related concerns

in the Western United States. The questionnaire was developed by

experts in the fields of housing and home energy. They determined
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the topical divisions of the questionnaire: 1) "the big picture,"

2) "energy directions," 3) "ways to cut back," 4) "energy efficiency

at home," 5) "about your home," 6) "home energy costs," and various

demographic variables. In the judgment of these experts, each topic

was comprehensively covered by the items on the questionnaire.

Therefore, based on the best professional judgment of experts, the

content of the questionnaire was valid.

Subsample Criterion

In reporting the weighted tabulated frequencies for answers to

questions on the questionnaire, the descriptors "n," "%" and "% total"

were used. These weighted frequencies represent true rural/urban

proportions for households in Oregon. The "n" represented the absolute

frequency, or the actual number of responses given by tenure category.

The "%" represented the absolute frequency in percentage form by

tenure category. The "% total" represented the adjusted frequency,

or the percent of the total number of responses to a question for a

specific response category.

Respondents were asked whether the dwelling in which they were

currently living was 1) rented, 2) owned, 3) owned in condominium, or

4) other. Renters in this study were any respondents answering number

one, "rented." The "owned" and "owned in condominium" responses were

combined to represent nonrenters. Renters (n=118) represented 14.1

percent of the sample and nonrenters (n=694) represented 83.2 percent

of the sample (Table 1). For this study, all statistical analyses

were computed on a subsample of 812 respondents, 118 renters and 694

non-renters.
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Table 1. Housing

Tenure

tenure

n

of respondents.

Respondents

(%)

Rent 118 ( 14.2)

Own home or
condominium 694 ( 83.2)

Subsample Total 812 ( 97.4)

Other 6 ( .7)

Missing
Observations 16 ( 1.9)

Total 834 (100.0)
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Description of the Sample

The Oregon sample of renters and nonrenters are described

in categories using unweighted data. These categories include

demographic characteristics, housing-related characteristics, and

nolicy-belief characteristics.

Demographic Characteristics

The demographic variables used to describe Oregon renters and

nonrenters were sex, age, marital status, income, employment status,

and educational level.

Sex. The method of data collection elicited a 50/50 male/female

response. The majority of renters (52.7%) and nonrenters (60.2%)

were males (Table 2).

Age. The ages of renters ranged from 20 years to 96 years with

a mean of 37.51 years. The ages of nonrenters ranged from 17 years to

94 years with a mean of 48.74 years.

Marital status. Of the renters, 44.9 percent were married, 26.3

percent had never been married, and 16.1 percent were divorced (Table

3). The majority of nonrenters (79.0%) were married.

Income. The median family income of renters for 1980 was $15,000

to $19,999 (Table 4). The median family income of nonrenters, $20,000

to $24,999, was higher than for renters.

Employment status. The majority of renters (61.9%) and nonrenters

(52.2%) were employed full time (Table 5). Fewer renters (11.9%) than
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Table 2. Sex of renters and nonrenters.

Sex

n

Tenure

n

NonrenterRenter

(%) (%)

Male 58 ( 49.1) 397 ( 57.2)

Female 52 ( 44.1) 263 ( 37.9)

Missing Observations 8 ( 6.8) 34 ( 4.9)

Total 118 (100.0) 694 (100.0)
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Table 3. Marital status of renters and nonrenters.

Marital Status

n

Tenure

NonrentersRenters

(%) n (%)

Married 53 ( 44.9) 548 ( 79.0)

Divorced 19 ( 16.1) 40 ( 5.8)

Widowed 7 ( 5.9) 63 ( 9.1)

Separated 6 ( 5.1) 1 ( .1)

Never Married 31 ( 26.3) 28 ( 4.0)

Cohabitating 0 1 ( .1)

Missing Observations 2 ( 1.7) 13 ( 1.9)

Total 118 (100.0) 694 (100.0)
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Table 4.

Income

Income of

n

renters and nonrenters.

Tenure

NonrentersRenters

(%) n (%)

< $5000 13 ( 11.0) 19 ( 2.7)

$5000 to 9999 17 ( 14.4) 74 ( 10.7)

$10,000 to 14,999 27 ( 22.9) 74 ( 10.7)

$15,000 to 19,999 27 ( 22.9) 87 ( 12.5)

$20,000 to 24,999 14 ( 11.9) 112 ( 16.1)

$25,000 to 29,999 10 ( 8.5) 86 ( 12.4)

$30,000 to 39,999 4 ( 3.4) 94 ( 13.6)

$40,000 to 49,999 1 ( .8) 44 ( 6.3)

$50,000 or more 1 ( .8) 54 ( 7.8)

Missing Observations 4 ( 3.4) 50 ( 7.2)

Total 118 (100.0) 694 (100.0)
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Table 5. Employment status of renters and nonrenters.

Employment Status

n

Tenure

NonrentersRenters

(%) n (%)

Employed full time 73 ( 61.9) 362 ( 52.2)

Employed part time 5 ( 4.2) 51 ( 7.3)

Not employed outside
home 3 ( 2.6) 70 ( 10.1)

Unemployed 12 ( 10.2) 22 ( 3.2)

Student 5 ( 4.2) 6 ( .9)

Retired 14 ( 11.9) 159 ( 22.9)

Student part time 5 ( 4.2) 2 ( .3)

Retired part time 0 5 ( .7)

Missing Observations 1 ( .8) 17 ( 2.4)

Total 118 (100.0) 694 (100.0)
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nonrenters (22.9%) were retired. The unemployment rate among renters

(10.2%) was higher than among nonrenters (3.2%).

The majority of married renters' spouses (64.2%) and married

nonrenters' spouses (56.4%) were employed either full time or part

time (Table 6). A larger percentage of married renters' spouses (11.3%)

than married nonrenters' spouses (5.2%) were unemployed. Fewer

married renters' spouses (1.9%) than married nonrenters' spouses

(16.8%) were retired.

Educational level. The educational level of renters and nonrenters

was fairly evenly distributed (Table 7). The percentages of renters

(27.2%) and nonrenters (28.1%) who completed college (i.e., checked

"college graduate," "some graduate work," and "graduate degree") were

similar. However, more renters (35.6%) than nonrenters (26.7%) had some

college, but fewer renters (1.7%) than nonrenters (9.6%) had graduate

degrees.

The percentages of married renters' and nonrenters' spouses who

were high school graduates, who had some college, or who were college

graduates, were similar (Table 8).

Housing-Related Characteristics

The housing-related characterisitics used to describe Oregon

renters and nonrenters included the type of dwelling, number of rooms,

year the dwelling was constructed, monthly housing payment, term of

residence, and location of the dwelling by rural/urban and inside/

outside city limits categories.

Type of dwelling. Most renters (4S.3) lived in multiple-unit
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Table 6.
of married renters'

Employment Status

Employment

n

status
and nonrenters'

Tenure

spouses.

NonrentersRenters

(%) n (%)

Employed full time 24 ( 45.3) 241 ( 44.0)

Employed part time 10 ( 18.9) 68 ( 12.4)

Not employed outside
the home 7 ( 13.2) 101 ( 18.4)

Unemployed 6 ( 11.3) 29 ( 5.2)

Student 3 ( 5.7) 2 ( .4)

Retired 1 ( 1.9) 92 ( 16.8)

Student part time 1 ( 1.9) 2 ( .4)

Retired part time 0 2 ( .4)

Missing observations 1 ( 1.9) 11 ( 2.0)

Total 53 (100.0) 548 (100.0)
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Table 7. Educational level of renters and nonrenters.

Educational Level

n

Tenure

NonrentersRenters

Achieved
(%) n (%)

No formal education 1 ( .8) 1 ( .1)

Grade school 4 ( 3.4) 32 ( 4.6)

Some high school 9 ( 7.6) 66 ( 9.5)

High school graduate 24 ( 20.3) 146 ( 21.0)

Trade school 4 ( 3.4) 36 ( 5.2)

Some college 42 ( 35.6) 185 ( 26.7)

College graduate 22 ( 18.7) 88 ( 12.7)

Some graduate work 8 ( 6.8) 40 ( 5.8)

Graduate degree 2 ( 1.7) 67 ( 9.6)

Missing observations 2 ( 1.7) 33 ( 4.8)

Total 118 (100.0) 694 (100.0)
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Table 8.
married renters'

Educational Level

Educational
and

n

level of
nonrenters' spouses.

Tenure

NonrentersRenters

Achieved
( %) n (%)

No formal education 0 1 ( .2)

Grade school 2 ( 3.8) 27 ( 4.9)

Some high school 5 ( 9.4) 48 ( 8.8)

High school graduate 18 ( 34.0) 154 ( 28.1)

Trade school 2 ( 3.8) 30 ( 5.5)

Some college 15 ( 28.3) 137 ( 25.0)

College graduate 7 ( 13.2) 69 ( 12.6)

Some graduate work 1 ( 1.9) 20 ( 3.6)

Graduate degree 3 ( 5.6) 35 ( 6.4)

Missing observations 0 27 ( 4.9)

Total 53 (100.0) 548 (100.0)
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dwellings (Table 9). Nearly as many renters (41.5%), however, lived

in one-family detached dwellings as did the majority of nonrenters

(84.7%).

Number of rooms. Renters lived in dwellings with fewer rooms

than did nonrenters (Table 10). For renters the median number of rooms

per dwellings was four and for nonrenters was six. The majority of

renters (56.0%) lived in four or five room dwellings while the majority

of nonrenters (65.4%) lived in five, six, or seven room dwellings.

Year dwelling constructed. The median year of construction of

renters' and nonrenters' dwellings was 1960 to 1969 (Table 11). More

renters' dwellings (23.7%) were constructed before 1940 than were

nonrenters' dwellings (16.9%). Fewer renters (11.0%) lived in dwellings

constructed in 1975 or after than did nonrenters (22.5%).

Monthly housing payment. Most renters (48.3%) identified a

monthly housing payment of between $200 and $299 (Table 12). The

median monthly housing payment for both renters and nonrenters was

$200 to $299. Fewer renters than nonrenters had no payment, zero

percent and 17.4 percent, respectively, or payment exceeding $300,

15.2 percent and 29.5 percent respectively.

Term of residence. The majority of renters (53.4%) lived in their

homes for two years or less (Table 13). The median number of years

renters lived in their homes (2 years) was less than the median number

of years nonrenters lived in their homes (6 years). Renters were much

less likely (20.0%) to live in their homes for five years or more than
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Table 9. Renters' and nonrenters' types of dwelling.

Dwelling Type

n

Tenure

NonrentersRenters

( %) n (%)

Mobile home
subdivision 1 ( .9) 28 ( 4.0)

Mobile home
own lot 0 35 ( 5.1)

Mobile home
rent lot 3 ( 2.5) 6 ( .9)

1-Family detached 49 ( 41.5) 588 ( 84.7)

2 to 4 families 28 ( 23.7) 16 ( 2.3)

5 or more families 29 ( 24.6) 7 ( 1.0)

Other 8 ( 6.8) 5 ( .7)

Missing observations 0 9 ( 1.3)

Total 118 (100.0) 694 (100.0)
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Table 10. Number of rooms in rental and nonrental dwellings.*

Number of Rooms

n

Tenure

NonrentersRenters

(%) n (%)

1 1 ( .8) 2 ( .3)

2 6 ( 5.1) 3 ( .4)

3 17 ( 14.4) 13 ( 1.9)

4 39 ( 33.1) 76 ( 11.0)

5 27 ( 22.9) 142 ( 20.5)

6 12 ( 10.2) 173 ( 24.9)

7 10 ( 8.5) 139 ( 20.0)

8 4 ( 3.4) 73 ( 10.5)

9 0 35 ( 5.0)

10 1 .8) 21 ( 3.0)

11 1 ( .8) 7 ( 1.0)

12 0 1 ( .2)

13 0 5 ( .7)

Missing observations 0 4 ( .6)

Total 118 (100.0) 694 (100.0)

*Does not include bathrooms, porches, balconies, foyers, halls,
half-rooms, or space rented to other households.
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Table 11. Year renters' and nonrenters'
dwelling was constructed.

Year Constructed

n

Tenure

NonrentersRenters

(%) n (%)

Before 1940 28 ( 23.7) 117 ( 16.9)

1940 to 1949 12 ( 10.2) 94 ( 13.5)

1950 to 1959 14 ( 11.9) 94 ( 13.5)

1960 to 1969 30 ( 25.4) 133 ( 19.2)

1970 to 1974 19 ( 16.1) 92 ( 13.3)

1975 or after 13 ( 11.0) 156 ( 22.5)

Missing observations 2 ( 1.7) 8 ( 1.1)

Total 118 (100.0) 694 (100.0)
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Table 12. Monthly housing payment
of renters and nonrenters.

Payment

n

Tenure

NonrentersRenters

(%) n (%)

No payment 0 121 ( 17.4)

Less than $100 9 ( 7.7) 24 ( 3.5)

$100 to 199 34 ( 28.8) 121 ( 17.4)

$200 to 299 57 ( 48.3) 113 ( 16.3)

$300 to 399 16 ( 13.6) 109 ( 15.7)

$400 to 499 1 ( .8) 47 ( 6.8)

$500 to 749 1 ( .8) 39 ( 5.6)

$750 to 999 0 7 ( 1.0)

$1000 or more 0 3 ( .4)

Missing observations 0 110 ( 15.9)

Total 118 (100.0) 694 (100.0)
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Table 13. Renters' and nonrenters' term of residence.

Number of Years

n

Tenure

NonrentersRenters

(%) n (%)

6 months or less 13 ( 11.0) 13 ( 1.9)

6 months to 1 year 25 ( 21.2) 46 ( 6.6)

2 years 25 ( 21.2) 69 ( 9.9)

3 years 17 ( 14.4) 82 ( 11.8)

4 years 12 ( 10.2) 64 ( 9.2)

5 years 4 ( 3.4) 43 ( 6.2)

6 years 1 ( .8) 36 ( 5.2)

7 years 2 ( 1.7) 30 ( 4.3)

8 years 1 ( .8) 31 ( 4.5)

9 years 2 ( 1.7) 18 ( 2.6)

10 years 2 ( 1.7) 26 ( 3.7)

11 years 0 15 ( 2.2)

12 years 6 ( 5.1) 19 ( 2.7)

13 years 1 ( .8) 14 ( 2.0)

14 years 0 15 ( 2.2)

15 years 0 20 ( 2.9)

16 years 1 ( .8) 15 ( 2.2)

17 years 1 ( .8) 14 ( 2.0)

18 years 1 ( .8) 11 ( 1.6)

19 years 0 5 ( .7)
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Number of Years

Table 13. Continued

Renters

Tenure

Nonrenters

(%)n n (%)

20 years 0 20 ( 2.9)

21 years 1 ( .8) 7 ( 1.0)

22 years 0 6 ( .9)

23 years 0 6 ( .9)

24 years 0 - 4 ( .6)

25 years 0 8 ( 1.2)

26 years 0 4 ( .6)

27 years 0 2 ( .3)

28 years 1 ( .8) 2 ( .3)

29 years 0 1 ( .1)

30 years 0 15 ( 2.2)

31 years 0 7 ( 1.0)

32 years 0 2 ( .3)

33 years 0 1 ( .1)

34 years 0 2 ( .3)

35 years 0 1 ( .1)

36 years 0 1 ( .1)

37 years 0 1 ( .1)

38 years 0 3 ( .4)

39 years 0 - 1 ( .1)

40 years 0 3 ( .4)

41 years 0 - 1 ( .1)
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Table

Number of Years

13.

n

Continued

Tenure

NonrentersRenters

(%) n (%)

43 years 0 1 ( .1)

45 years 0 1 ( .1)

49 years 0 1 ( .1)

51 years 0 1 ( .1)

53 years 0 1 ( .1)

65 years 0 1 ( .1)

Missing observations 2 ( 1.7) 4 ( .6)

Total 118 ( 99.7)* 694 ( 99.6)*

*does not equal 100.0 percent due to rounding
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were nonrenters (60.2%).

Rural/urban location. The majority of renters' dwellings (58.5%)

were located in urban areas (Table 14). A small majority (52.0%) of

nonrenters' dwellings were located in rural areas.

Inside/outside city limits location. The majority of renters'

dwellings (71.2%) were located inside the city limits (Table 15). Of

the nonrenters, 51.6 percent lived inside the city limits, and 45.7

percent lived outside the city limits.

Policy-Belief Characteristics

Two policy beliefs were used to describe the Oregon sample of

renters and nonrenters. These included willingness of respondents to

1) reduce winter home heating to no higher than 65°F and summer cooling

to no lower than 78°F or reduce automobile use by one-fourth, and 2)

ration home heating fuel and electricity so that people get about one-

fourth less or ration gasoline so that people get about one-fourth

less.

Reduce home energy use or travel. Slightly more renters (49.2%)

preferred reducing home heating to no higher than 65°F and summer

cooling to no lower than 78°F than reducing automobile use by one-

fourth (46.6%) (Table 16). A small majority of nonrenters (50.6%)

preferred reducing home energy use over reducing travel (43.5%).

Ration home heating fuel or gasoline. The majority of renters

(74.6%) and nonrenters (68.9%) were more willing to ration gasoline

so that people get about one-fourth less rather than ration home
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Table 14. Rural/Urban location
of renters' and nonrenters' dwellings.

Tenure

Location

n

Renters Nonrenters

(%)

Rural 49 ( 41.5) 361 ( 52.0)

Urban 69 ( 58.5) 332 ( 47.8)

Missing observations 0 1 ( .2)

Total 118 (100.0) 694 (100.0)

Table 15. Inside/outside city limits location
of renters' and nonrenters' dwellings.

Tenure

Location

n

Renters Nonrenters

(%) n (%)

Inside city limits 84 ( 71.2) 358 ( 51.6)

Outside city limits 31 ( 26.3) 317 ( 45.7)

Missing observations 3 ( 2.5) 19 ( 2.7)

Total 118 (100.0) 694 (100.0)



heating fuel and electricity so that people get one-fourth less

(Table 17).

Null Hypotheses Findings
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The data were weighted based on the true Oregon rural/urban

stratification of 40 percent rural and 60 percent urban for all

hypotheses tested (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1980). Fourteen null

hypotheses were used to test renters' and nonrenters' 1) belief about

the United States' energy problem, 2) belief about the efficiency of

their own home, 3) belief about four policy requirements, 4) home

energy conservation behavior, and 5) beliefs about three policy require-

ments and their actual behavior. Each null hypothesis was tested

using the chi square statistical test. The level of significance was

set at the p < .05, indicating that there is a five percent chance

that differences between the frequencies are the result of sampling

error.

The null hypotheses are stated and the results of the hypotheses

testing are reported. The findings, Tables 18 through 52, are reported

as shown on the statistical computation printouts. The "n" did not

equal 118 renters or 694 nonrenters because the data were weighted for

statistical analysis. The row total was not always equal to the sum

of each cell on the findings tables because the computer rounded the

result for each cell and based the row total on adding the unrounded

cell scores and then rounding the total.

Hypothesis 1. Renters and nonrenters do not differ in their belief

about the seriousness of the United States' energy problem.
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Table 16. Renters' and nonrenters' willingness
to reduce home energy use or travel.*

Type of Reduction

n

Tenure

NonrentersRenters

(%) n (%)

Home energy use 58 ( 49.2) 351 ( 50.6)

Travel 55 ( 46.6) 302 ( 43.5)

Missing observations 5 ( 4.2) 41 ( 5.9)

Total 118 (100.0) 694 (100.0)

*1) reduce winter home heating to no higher than 65°F and summer

cooling to no lower than 78°F, or
2) reduce automobile use by one-fourth

Table 17. Renters' and nonrenters' willingness
to ration home heating fuel or gasoline.*

Type of Rationing

n

Tenure

NonrentersRenters

(%) n (%)

Home heating fuel 28 ( 23.7) 171 ( 24.6)

Gasoline 88 ( 74.6) 478 ( 68.9)

Missing observations 2 ( 1.7) 45 ( 6.5)

Total 118 (100.0) 694 (100.0)

*1) ration home heating fuel and electricity so that people
get about one-fourth less, or

2) ration gasoline so that people get about one-fourth less
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Seriousness of the United States' energy problem was measured

with a Likert Scale including four opinion categories (Table 18).

With a chi square value of 4.02 and 4 degrees of freedom (p=.4029),

the null hypothesis was not rejected at the p<.05 significance level.

There was no significant difference between renters' and nonrenters'

belief about the seriousness of the problem. The majority of both

renters and nonrenters felt the problem is serious or very serious.

Of the renters, 41.0 percent felt the problem is serious and 40.1

percent felt the problem is very serious. Of the nonrenters, 39.2

percent felt the problem is serious and 34.1 percent felt the problem

is very serious.

Hypothesis 2a. Renters and nonrenters do not differ in their belief

about the energy efficiency of their present home.

A Likert Scale including four opinion categories was used to

measure renters' and nonrenters' belief about the energy efficiency of

their present homes (Table 19). With a chi square value of 116.83 and

4 degrees of freedom (p=.0000), the null hypothesis was rejected at

the p<.05 significance level. There was a significant difference

between renters' and nonrenters' belief about the energy efficiency of

their present homes. The majority of renters felt their homes needed

a lot of improvement (50.9%) or some improvement (24.5%). The majority

of nonrenters felt their homes needed little improvement (36.5%) or

were about as energy efficient as they could be (19.5%).

Hypothesis 2b. Renters and nonrenters do not differ in their belief

about the energy efficiency of their present home compared to similar

homes.



Table 18. Renters' and nonrenters' belief
about the seriousness of the United States' energy problem.

Belief

n

Tenure

NonrentersRenters

(%) n (%)

Not serious 2 ( 1.6) 22 ( 3.1)

Somewhat serious 18 ( 14.4) 126 ( 18.2)

Serious 50 ( 41.0) 270 ( 39.2)

Very serious 49 ( 40.1) 235 ( 34.1)

No answer 4 ( 2.9) 37 ( 5.3)

Total 123 (100.0) 689 ( 99.9)

67

Chi square = 4.02 with 4df; p=.4029

Table 19. Renters' and nonrenters' belief about
the energy efficiency of present homes.

Belief

n

Tenure

NonrentersRenters

(%) n (%)

Maximum efficiency 9 ( 7.2) 134 ( 19.5)

Little improvement 21 ( 17.4) 251 ( 36.5)

Some improvement 30 ( 24.5) 221 ( 32.1)

A lot of improvement 62 ( 50.9) 78 ( 11.4)

No answer 0 4 ( .6)

Total 123 (100.0) 689 (100.1)

Chi square = 116.83 with 4df; p=.0000
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Renters' and nonrenters' belief about the energy efficiency of

their present homes compared to similar homes was measured with a

Likert Scale (Table 20). With a chi square value of 118.97 and 5

degrees of freedom (p=.0000), the null hypothesis was rejected at the

p<.05 significance level. There was a significant difference between

renters' and nonrenters' belief about the energy efficiency of their

present homes compared to similar homes. For renters, 44.6 percent

felt their homes were somewhat less efficient or a lot less efficient.

Conversely, 51.2 percent of nonrenters felt their homes were somewhat

more efficient or a lot more efficient.

Hypothesis 3. Renters and nonrenters do not differ in their belief

about requiring home thermostats for heating to be set no higher than

65°F in the winter.

Belief about requiring home thermostats for heating to be set no

higher than 65°F in the winter was measured based on a Likert Scale

(Table 21). With a chi square of 8.87 and 4 degrees of freedom (p=.0643),

the null hypothesis was not rejected at the p<.05 significance level.

There was no significant difference between renters' and nonrenters'

belief about this requirement. In general, renters were fairly evenly

split with 45.2 percent strongly opposed or opposed and 36.7 percent

favoring or strongly favoring the requirement. The majority of non-

renters (58.7%) strongly opposed or opposed the requirement.

Hypothesis 4. Renters and nonrenters do not differ in their belief

about requiring home thermostats for cooling to be set no lower than

78°F in the summer.



Table 20. Renters' and nonrenters' belief about
the energy efficiency of their present homes

compared to similar homes.

Belief Renters

Tenure

Nonrenters

n (%) n ( %)

A lot less efficient 25 ( 20.7) 21 ( 3.0)

Somewhat less efficient 29 ( 23.9) 53 ( 7.6)

About the same 49 ( 40.3) 248 ( 36.0)

Somewhat more efficient 14 ( 11.5) 253 ( 36.7)

A lot more efficient 2 ( 1.6) 100 ( 14.5)

No answer 2 ( 2.0) 15 ( 2.2)

Total 123 (100.0) 689 (100.0)

Chi square = 118.97 with 5df; p=.0000
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Table 21. Renters' and nonrenters' belief about
requiring home thermostat settings for heating

at or below 65°F in the winter.

Belief

n

Tenure

NonrentersRenters

(%) n (%)

Strongly oppose 15 ( 12.1) 127 ( 18.8)

Oppose 41 ( 33.1) 270 ( 39.9)

Neutral 22 ( 18.0) 106 ( 15.7)

Favor 37 ( 29.9) 140 ( 20.7)

Strongly favor 8 ( 6.8) 33 ( 5.0)

Total 123 ( 99.9) 676 (100.1)
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Chi square = 8.87 with 4df; p=.0643
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A Likert Scale was used to measure renters' and nonrenters' belief

about requiring home thermostats for cooling to be set no lower than

78°F in the summer (Table 22). With a chi square value of 10.75 and

4 degrees of freedom (p=.0295), the null hypothesis was rejected at

the p<.05 significance level. There was a significant difference

between renters' and nonrenters' belief about this requirement. In

general, renters' and nonrenters' responses were about the same at

the neutral measurement. Renters were more opposed (29.3%) and more

strongly in favor (15.5%) of this requirement. Nonrenters were more

strongly opposed (13.8%) and more in favor (37.0%) of this requirement.

Hypothesis 5. Renters and nonrenters do not differ in their belief

about requiring everyone's home to pass an energy audit.

Belief about requiring everyone's home to pass an energy audit was

measured based on a Likert Scale (Table 23). With a chi square value

of 38.33 and 4 degrees of freedom (p=.0000), the null hypothesis was

rejected at the p<.05 significance level. There was a significant

difference between renters' and nonrenters' belief about this require-

ment. Most renters (43.4%) favored or strongly favored this requirement.

Most nonrenters (55.2%) opposed or strongly opposed this requirement.

Hypothesis 6. Renters and nonrenters do not differ in their belief

about providing larger tax credits for improving home energy efficiency.

A Likert Scale was used to measure renters' and nonrenters' belief

about providing larger tax credits for improving home energy efficiency

(Table 24). With a chi square value of 4.56 and 4 degrees of freedom

(p=.3359), the null hypothesis was not rejected at the p<.05 signifi-
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Table 22. Renters' and nonrenters' belief about
requiring home thermostat settings for cooling

at or above 78°F in the summer.

Belief

n

Tenure

Renters Nonrenters

(%) n (%)

Strongly oppose 8 ( 7.1) 93 ( 13.8)

Oppose 35 ( 29.3) 139 ( 20.6)

Neutral 21 ( 17.5) 124 ( 18.4)

favor 37 ( 30.7) 249 ( 37.0)

Strongly favor 18 ( 15.5) 69 ( 10.3)

Total 119 (100.1) 675 (100.1)

Chi square = 10.75 with 4df; p=.0295
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Table 23. Renters' and nonrenters' belief about
requiring everyone's home to pass an energy audit.

Belief

n

Tenure

NonrentersRenters

(%) n (%)

Strongly oppose 12 ( 9.9) 141 ( 20.7)

Oppose 34 ( 27.9) 235 ( 34.5)

Neutral 23 ( 18.9) 110 ( 16.1)

Favor 29 ( 23.3) 159 ( 23.4)

Strongly favor 25 ( 20.1) 36 ( 5.3)

Total 123 (100.1) 681 (100.0)

Chi square = 38.33 with 4df; p=.0000
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Table 24. Renters' and nonrenters' belief about
providing larger tax credits for improving home energy efficiency.

Belief

Tenure

NonrentersRenters

(%)

Strongly oppose 2 ( 1.6) 19 ( 2.7)

Oppose 2 ( 1.6) 39 ( 5.8)

Neutral 13 ( 10.5) 69 ( 10.1)

Favor 58 ( 47.2) 319 ( 46.9)

Strongly favor 48 ( 39.0) 235 ( 34.5)

Total 123 ( 99.9) 680 (100.0)

Chi square = 4.56 with 4df; p=.3359
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cance level. There was no significant difference between renters' and

nonrenters' belief about this requirement. The majority of renters

(86.2%) and nonrenters (81.4%) favored or strongly favored this

requirement.

For all parts (a through n) of hypothesis 7, the analyses included

those renters and nonrenters who added and did not add (i.e., checked

"plan to add within two years" and "doesn't exist and no plans to add

within two years") each of the following structural energy-saving

measures.

Hypothesis 7a. Renters and nonrenters do not differ in their addition

of double panes or storms on most windows.

With a chi square value of 42.12 and 1 degree of freedom (p=.0000),

the null hypothesis was rejected at the p<.05 significance level (Table

25). There was a significant difference between renters' and nonrenters'

addition of double panes or storms on most windows. Only 13.3 percent

of renters, as opposed to 52.4 percent of nonrenters, added this

energy-saving measure.

Hypothesis 7b. Renters and nonrenters do not differ in their addition

of good weatherstripping and caulking on most doors and windows.

With a chi square value of 51.53 and 1 degree of freedom (p=.0000),

the null hypothesis was rejected at the p<.05 significance level

(Table 26). There was a significant difference between renters' and

nonrenters' addition of good weatherstripping and caulking on most

doors and windows. Fewer renters (17.9%) than nonrenters (62.5%)

added this energy-saving measure.
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Table 25. Renters' and nonrenters' addition
of double panes or storms on most windows.

Behavior

n

Tenure

NonrentersRenters

(%) n (%)

Added 11 ( 13.3) 233 ( 52.4)

Not added 73 ( 86.7) 212 ( 47.6)

Total 85 (100.0) 444 (100.0)

Chi square = 42.12 with ldf; p=.0000

Table 26. Renters' and nonrenters' addition of good
weatherstripping and caulking on most doors and windows.

Behavior

n

Tenure

NonrentersRenters

(%) n (%)

Added 14 ( 17.9) 238 ( 62.5)

Not added 66 ( 82.1) 143 ( 37.5)

Total 80 (100.0) 381 (100.0)

Chi square = 51.53 with ldf; p=.0000
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Hypothesis 7c. Renters and nonrenters do not differ in their addition

of more than four inches of ceiling insulation.

With a chi square value of 52.04 and 1 degree of freedom (p=.0000),

the null hypothesis was rejected at the p<.05 significance level

(Table 27). There was a significant difference between renters' and

nonrenters' addition of four inches of ceiling insulation. Only 12.9

percent of renters, as opposed to 66.8 percent of nonrenters, added

this energy-saving measure.

Hypothesis 7d. Renters and nonrenters do not differ in their addition

of insulation in outside walls.

With a chi square value of 15.03 and 1 degree of freedom (p=.0001),

the null hypothesis was rejected at the p<.05 significance level

(Table 28). There was a significant difference between renters' and

nonrenters' addition of insulation in outside walls. Fewer renters

(6.8%) than nonrenters (36.9%) added this energy-saving measure.

Hypothesis 7e. Renters and nonrenters do not differ in their addition

of thick floor insulation.

With a chi square value of 11.14 and 1 degree of freedom (p=.0008),

the null hypothesis was rejected at the p<.05 significance level

(Table 29). There was a significant difference between renters' and

nonrenters' addition of thick floor insulation. Only 6.0 percent of

renters, as opposed to 26.5 percent of nonrenters, added this energy-

saving measure.

Hypothesis 7f. Renters and nonrenters do not differ in their addition

of storm doors on all entrances.
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Table 27. Renters' and nonrenters' addition of
more than four inches of ceiling insulation.

Behavior

n

Tenure

NonrentersRenters

(64) n (%)

Added 7 ( 12.9) 204 ( 66.8)

Not added 46 ( 87.1) 101 ( 33.2)

Total 53 (100.0) 305 (100.0)

Chi square = 52.04 with ldf; p=.0000

Table 28. Renters' and nonrenters' addition of
insulation in outside walls.

Behavior

n

Tenure

NonrentersRenters

(%) n (%)

Added 3 ( 6.8) 89 ( 36.9)

Not added 44 ( 93.2) 152 ( 63.1)

Total 47 (100.0) 241 (100.0)

Chi square = 15.03 with ldf; p=.0001
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With a chi square value of 26.27 and 1 degree of freedom (p=.0000),

the null hypothesis was rejected at the p<.05 significance level

(Table 30). There was a significant difference between renters' and

nonrenters' addition of storm doors on all entrances. Fewer renters

(6.4%) than nonrenters (34.1%) added this energy-saving measure.

Hypothesis 7g. Renters and nonrenters do not differ in their addition

of clock set-back thermostats.

With a chi square value of 3.82 and 1 degree of freedom (p=.0506),

the null hypothesis was not rejected at the p<.05 significance level

(Table 31). There was no significant difference between renters' and

nonrenters' addition of clock set-back thermostats. Only 3.4 percent

of renters, and 11.2 percent of nonrenters added this energy-saving

measure.

Hypothesis 7h. Renters and nonrenters do not differ in their addition

of glass fireplace doors.

With a chi square value of 17.41 and 1 degree of freedom (p=.0000),

the null hypothesis was rejected at the p<.05 significance level

(Table 32). There was a significant difference between renters' and

nonrenters' addition of glass fireplace doors. Fewer renters (10.9%),

compared to 44.7 percent of nonrenters added this energy-saving

measure.

Hypothesis 7i. Renters and nonrenters do not differ in their addition

of wood-burning stoves.

With a chi square value of 11.89 and 1 degree of freedom (p=.0006),

the null hypothesis was rejected at the p<.05 significance level
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Table 29. Renters' and nonrenters' addition
of thick floor insulation.

Behavior

n

Tenure

NonrentersRenters

(%) n (%)

Added 4 ( 6.0) 93 ( 26.5)

Not added 58 ( 94.0) 257 ( 73.5)

Total 61 (100.0) 350 (100.0)

Chi square = 11.14 with ldf; p=.0008

Table 30. Renters' and nonrenters' addition
of storm doors on all entrances.

Behavior

n

Tenure

NonrentersRenters

(%) n (%)

Added 6 ( 6.4) 170 ( 34.1)

Not added 83 ( 93.6) 329 ( 65.9)

Total 88 (100.0) 499 (100.0)

Chi square = 26.27 with ldf; p=.0000
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Table 31. Renters' and nonrenters' addition
of clock set-back thermostats.

Behavior

n

Tenure

NonrentersRenters

( %) n (%)

Added 3 ( 3.4) 54 ( 11.2)

Not added 78 ( 96.6) 428 ( 88.8)

Total 81 (100.0) 482 (100.0)

Chi square = 3.82 with ldf; p=.0506

Table 32. Renters' and nonrenters' addition
of glass fireplace doors.

Behavior

n

Tenure

NonrentersRenters

(%) n (%)

Added 5 ( 10.9) 158 ( 44.7)

Not added 40 ( 89.1) 195 ( 55.3)

Total 45 (100.0) 353 (100.0)

Chi square = 17.41 with ldf; p=.0000
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(Table 33). There was a significant difference between renters' and

nonrenters' addition of wood-burning stoves. Only 18.4 percent of

renters, as opposed. to 42.1 percent of nonrenters, added this energy-

saving measure.

Hypothesis 7j. Renters and nonrenters do not differ in their addition

of solar hot-water heaters.

With a chi square value of .25 and 1 degree of freedom (p=.6148),

the null hypothesis was not rejected at the p<.05 significance level

(Table 34). There was no significant difference between renters' and

nonrenters' addition of solar hot-water heaters. None of the renters

and only 1.2 percent of the nonrenters added this energy-saving measure.

Hypothesis 7k. Renters and nonrenters do not differ in their addition

of solar heating.

With a chi square value of .36 and 1 degree of freedom (p=.5511),

the null hypothesis was not rejected at the p<.05 significance level

(Table 35). There was no significant difference between renters' and

nonrenters' addition of solar heating. None of the renters and only

1.4 percent of the nonrenters added this energy-saving measure.

Hypothesis 71. Renters and nonrenters do not differ in their addition

of evaporative coolers.

With a chi square value of zero and 1 degree of freedom (p=1.0000),

the null hypothesis was not rejected at the p<.05 significance level

(Table 36). There was no significant difference between renters' and

nonrenters' addition of evaporative coolers. Only 1.8 percent of

renters and 2.3 percent of nonrenters added this energy-saving measure.
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Table 33. Renters' and nonrenters' addition
of wood-burning stoves.

Behavior

n

Tenure

NonrentersRenters

(%) n (%)

Added 11 ( 18.4) 215 ( 42.1)

Not added 50 ( 81.6) 296 ( 57.9)

Total 61 (100.0) 511 (100.0)

Chi square = 11.89 with ldf; p=.0006

Table 34. Renters' and nonrenters' addition
of solar hot-water heaters.

Behavior

n

Tenure

NonrentersRenters

(%) n (%)

Added 0 6 ( 1.2)

Not added 92 (100.0) 518 ( 98.8)

Total 92 (100.0) 525 (100.0)

Chi square = .25 with ldf; p=.6148



Table 35. Renters' and nonrenters' addition
of solar heating.

Behavior

Tenure

Renters Nonrenters

n (%) n (%)

Added 0 7 ( 1.4)

Not added 91 (100.0) 517 ( 98.6)

Total 91 (100.0) 525 (100.0)
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Chi square = .36 with ldf; p=.5511

Table 36. Renters' and nonrenters' addition
of evaporative coolers.

Behavior

Tenure

Renters Nonrenters

n (%) n (%)

Added 2 ( 1.8) 12 ( 2.3)

Not added 88 ( 98.2) 501 ( 97.7)

Total 90 (100.0) 512 (100.0)

Chi square = 0 with ldf; p=1.0000
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Hypothesis 7m. Renters and nonrenters do not differ in their addition

of outdoor window shades.

With a chi square value of 4.96 and 1 degree of freedom (p=.0260),

the null hypothesis was rejected at the p<.05 significance level (Table

37). There was a significant difference between renters' and non-

renters' addition of outdoor window shades. Only 4.4 percent of

renters, as opposed to 13.1 percent of nonrenters, added this energy-

saving measure.

Hypothesis 7n. Renters and nonrenters do not differ in their addition

of insulated window coverings.

With a chi square value of 11.84 and 1 degree of freedom (p=.0006),

the null hypothesis was rejected at the p<.05 significance level

(Table 38). There was a significant difference between renters' and

nonrenters' addition of insulated window coverings. Fewer renters

(5.5%) than nonrenters (21.1%) added this energy-saving measure.

For all parts (a through n) of hypothesis 8, the analyses included

those renters and nonrenters who "do now" or "do not do now" (i.e.,

checked "don't do now but plan to do within two years" and "don't do

now and no plans for future") each of the following no-cost energy-

saving efforts.

Hypothesis 8a. Renters and nonrenters do not differ in their effort

to close off some rooms.

With a chi square value of .73 and 1 degree of freedom (p=.3917),

the null hypothesis was not rejected at the p<.05 significance level

(Table 39). Renters and nonrenters did not significantly differ in



Table 37. Renters' and nonrenters' addition
of outdoor window shades.

Behavior

n

Tenure

NonrentersRenters

(%) n (%)

Added 4 ( 4.4) 88 ( 95.6)

Not added 69 ( 13.1) 460 ( 86.9)

Total 92 (100.0) 529 (100.0)
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Chi square = 4.96 with ldf; p=.0260

Table 38. Renters' and nonrenters' addition
of insulated window coverings.

Behavior

n

Tenure

NonrentersRenters

(96) n (%)

Added 5 ( 5.5) 110 ( 21.1)

Not added 90 ( 94.5) 412 ( 78.9)

Total 95 (100.0) 522 (100.0)

Chi square = 11.84 with ldf; p=.0006
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their effort to close off some rooms. The majority of renters (80.1%)

and nonrenters (75.6%) did this energy-saving practice.

Hypothesis 8b. Renters and nonrenters do not differ in their effort

to have water heaters set to 120°F (or less).

With a chi square value of .01 and 1 degree of freedom (p=.9194),

the null hypothesis was not rejected at the p<.05 significance level

(Table 40). There was no significant difference between renters' and

nonrenters' effort to have their water heaters set to 120°F (or less).

The majority of renters (62.7%) and nonrenters (61.6%) did this energy-

saving practice.

Hypothesis 8c. Renters and nonrenters do not differ in their effort

to set their thermostats for heating at 65°F or lower in the winter.

With a chi square value of .94 and 1 degree of freedom (p=.3333),

the null hypothesis was not rejected at the p<.05 significance level

(Table 41). Renters and nonrenters did not differ in their effort to

set their thermostats for heating at 65°F or lower in the winter.

The majority of renters (65.0%) and nonrenters (59.5%) did this

energy-saving practice.

Hypothesis 8d. Renters and nonrenters do not differ in their effort

to set their thermostats for cooling at 78°F or higher in the summer.

With a chi square value of 3.04 and 1 degree of freedom (p=.0810),

the null hypothesis was not rejected at the p<.05 significance level

(Table 42). There was no significant difference between renters' and

nonrenters' effort to set their thermostats for cooling at 78°F or

higher in the summer. The majority of renters (58.0%) and nonrenters



Table 39. Renters' and nonrenters' effort
to close off some rooms.

Behavior

Tenure

Renters Nonrenters

n (%) n (%)

88

Do now 81 ( 80.1) 469 ( 75.6)

Do not do now 20 ( 19.9) 151 ( 24.4)

Total 101 (100.0) 620 (100.0)

Chi square = .73 with ldf; p=.3917

Table 40. Renters' and nonrenters' effort
to have water heaters set at or below 120°F.

Behavior

Tenure

Renters Nonrenters

n (%) n (%)

Do now 68 ( 62.7) 398 ( 61.6)

Do not do now 41 ( 37.3) 248 ( 38.4)

Total 109 (100.0) 647 (100.0)

Chi square = .01 with ldf; p=.9194
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Table 41. Renters' and nonrenters' effort
to set thermostats for heating at or below 65°F in winter.

Behavior

n

Tenure

NonrentersRenters

(%) n (%)

Do now 71 ( 65.0) 352 ( 59.5)

Do not do now 38 ( 35.0) 239 ( 40.5)

Total 109 (100.0) 591 (100.0)

Chi square = .94 with ldf; p=.3333

Table 42. Renters' and nonrenters' effort
to set thermostats for cooling at or above 78°F in summer.

Behavior

n

Tenure

NonrentersRenters

(%) n (%)

Do now 48 ( 58.0) 268 ( 68.7)

Do not do now 35 ( 42.0) 122 ( 31.3)

Total 82 (100.0) 390 (100.0)

Chi square = 3.04 with ldf; p=.0810
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(68.7%) did this energy-saving practice.

Hypothesis 8e. Renters and nonrenters do not differ in their effort

to change the use of rooms to take advantage of sun-warmed or shaded

areas.

With a chi square value of zero and 1 degree of freedom (p=1.0000),

the null hypothesis was not rejected at the p<.05 significance level

(Table 43). Renters and nonrenters did not significantly differ in

their effort to change the use of rooms to take advantage of sun-

warmed or shaded areas. Neither the majority of renters (55.4%) nor

nonrenters (56.0%) did this energy-saving practice.

Hypothesis 8f. Renters and nonrenters do not differ in their effort

to open and close window coverings to take advantage of sun and

temperature differences.

With a chi square value of 1.67 and 1 degree of freedom (p=.1967),

the null hypothesis was not rejected at the p<.05 significance level

(Table 44). There was no significant difference between renters' and

nonrenters' effort to open and close window coverings to take advantage

of sun and temperature differences. The majority of renters (87.0%) and

nonrenters (81.2%) did this energy-saving practice.

Hypothesis 8g. Renters and nonrenters do not differ in their effort

to have their homes inspected (audited) for energy efficiency.

With a chi square value of 6.57 and 1 degree of freedom (p=.0104),

the null hypothesis was rejected at the p<.05 significance level

(Table 45). Renters and nonrenters significantly differed in their

effort to have their homes inspected (audited) for energy efficiency.

Only 10.6 percent of renters, as opposed to 23.4 percent of nonrenters,



Table 43. Renters' and nonrenters' effort
to change the use of rooms to take advantage

of sun-warmed or shaded areas.

Behavior

Tenure

Renters Nonrenters

n (%) n (%)
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Do now 37 ( 44.6) 225 ( 44.0)

Do not do now 46 ( 55.4) 286 ( 56.0)

Total 83 (100.0) 511 (100.0)

Chi square = 0 with 1 df; p=1.0000

Table 44. Renters' and nonrenters' effort
to open and close window coverings

to take advantage of sun and temperature differences.

Behavior

Tenure

Renters Nonrenters

n (%) n (%)

Do now 91 ( 87.0) 501 ( 81.2)

Do not do now 14 ( 13.0) 116 ( 18.8)

Total 105 (100.0) 616 (100.0)

Chi square = 1.67 with ldf; p=.1967
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Table 45. Renters' and nonrenters' effort
to have their homes inspected (audited)

for energy efficiency.

Behavior

n

Tenure

NonrentersRenters

(96) n (%)

Do now 9 ( 10.6) 142 ( 23.4)

Do not do now 78 ( 89.4) 465 ( 76.6)

Total 87 (100.0) 607 (100.0)

Chi square = 6.57 with ldf; p=.0104
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did this energy-saving practice. However, overall, the majority of

renters (89.4%) and nonrenters (76.6%) did not do this practice.

Hypothesis 9. There is no relationship between renters' belief about

requiring home thermostats for heating to be set no higher than 65°F

in the winter and their actual behavior.

With a chi square value of 23.98 and 4 degrees of freedom (p=.0001),

the null hypothesis was rejected at the p<.05 significance level

(Table 46). There was a significant relationship between renters'

belief about requiring home thermostats for heating to be set no

higher than 65°F in the winter and their actual behavior. Those

renters who favored (25.9%) and strongly favored (6.2%) this require-

ment also did the energy-saving practice. Those renters who opposed

(19.9%) or strongly opposed (6.6%) this requirement did not do the

energy-saving practice.

Hypothesis 10. There is no relationship between nonrenters' belief

about requiring home thermostats for heating to be set no higher than

65°F in the winter and their actual behavior.

With a chi square value of 110.99 and 4 degrees of freedom

(p=.0000), the null hypothesis was rejected at the p<.05 significance

level (Table 47). There was a significant relationship between non-

renters' belief about requiring home thermostats for heating to be

set no higher than 65°F in the winter and their actual behavior.

Those nonrenters who favored (19.0%) or strongly favored (5.1%) this

requirement did the energy-saving practice. Those nonrenters who

strongly opposed (11.7%) or opposed (21.7%) this requirement did not



Table 46. Renters' belief/behavior for requiring home thermostats for heating
to be set no higher than 65°F in the winter.

Behavior Strongly oppose Oppose Neutral Favor Strongly favor

n (%) n (%) n (%) n (%) n (%)

Do now 4 ( 3.3) 16 ( 14.7) 16 ( 14.7) 28 ( 25.9) 7 ( 6.2)

Do not do now 7 ( 6.6) 22 ( 19.9) 4 ( 4.1) 4 ( 3.7) 1 ( .7)

Total 11 ( 9.9) 38 ( 34.6) 20 ( 18.8) 32 ( 29.6) 8 ( 6.9)

Chi square = 23.98 with 4 df; p= .0001

Table 47. Nonrenters' belief/behavior for requiring home thermostats for
heating to be set no higher than 65°F in the winter.

Behavior Strongly oppose

n

Oppose Neutral Favor Strongly favor

n (%) (o) (%) n (%)

Do now

Do not do now

Total

36

68

(

(

6.2)

11.7)

109

126

(

(

18.8)

21.7)

57

31

(

(

9.9)

5.4)

110

12

(

(

19.0)

2.1)

29

0

( 5.1)

104 ( 17.9) 235 ( 40.5) 89 ( 15.3) 123 ( 21.1) 29 ( 5.1)

Chi square = 110.99 with 4df; p=.0000
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do the energy-saving practice.

Hypothesis 11. There is no relationship between renters' belief about

requiring home thermostats for cooling to be set no lower than 78°F

in the summer and their actual behavior.

With a chi square value of 18.94 and 4 degrees of freedom (p=.0008),

the null hypothesis was rejected at the p<.05 significance level

(Table 48). There was a significant relationship between renters'

belief about requiring home thermostats for cooling to be set no lower

than 78°F in the summer and their actual behavior. Those renters

who favored (19.5%) or strongly favored (14.6%) this requirement did

the energy-saving practice. Those renters who opposed (23.7%) or

strongly opposed (2.5%) the requirement did not do the energy-saving

practice.

Hypothesis 12. There is no relationship between nonrenters' belief

about requiring home thermostats for cooling to be set no lower than

78°F in the summer and their actual behavior.

With a chi square value of 45.46 and 4 degrees of freedom

(p=.0000), the null hypothesis was rejected at the p<.05 significance

level (Table 49). There was a significant relationship between non-

renters' belief about requiring home thermostats for cooling to be

set no lower than 78°F in the summer and their actual behavior.

Those nonrenters who favored (31.1%) or strongly favored (9.2%) this

requirement did the energy-saving practice. Those nonrenters who

opposed (8.9%) or strongly opposed (8.7%) this requirement did not

do the energy-saving practice.



Table 48. Renters' belief/behavior for requiring home thermostats for cooling
to be set no lower than 78°F in the summer.

Behavior Strongly oppose Oppose Neutral Favor Strongly favor

n (%) n ( %) n (%) n (%) n (%)

Do now 1 ( 1.5) 7 ( 9.0) 11 ( 13.6) 16 ( 19.5) 12 ( 14.6)

Do not do now 2 ( 2.5) 19 ( 23.7) 6 ( 8.0) 4 ( 5.6) 2 ( 2.0)

Total 3 ( 4.0) 26 ( 32.7) 17 ( 21.6) 20 ( 25.1) 14 ( 16.6)

Chi square = 18.94 with 4df; p=.0008

Table 49. Nonrenters' belief/behavior for requiring home thermostats for cooling
to be set no lower than 78°F in the summer.

Behavior Strongly oppose Oppose

n

Neutral

n

Favor Strongly favor

(%) (%) (%) n (%)

Do now 24 ( 6.3) 44 ( 11.6) 39 ( 10.3) 119 ( 31.1) 35 ( 9.2)

Do not do now 33 ( 8.7) 34 ( 8.9) 22 ( 5.9) 28 ( 7.3) 3 ( .7)

Total 57 ( 15.0) 79 ( 20.5) 62 ( 16.2) 147 ( 38.4) 38 ( 9.9)

Chi square = 45.46 with 4df; p=.0000
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Hypothesis 13. There is no relationship between renters' belief about

requiring everyone's home to pass an energy audit and their actual

behavior.

With a chi square value of 2.46 and 4 degrees of freedom (p=.6511),

the null hypothesis was not rejected at the p<.05 significance level

(Table 50). There was no significant relationship between renters'

belief about requiring everyone's home to pass an energy audit and

their actual behavior. Those renters who favored (21.7%) or strongly

favored (13.4%) this requirement did not do the energy-saving practice.

Hypothesis 14. There is no relationship between nonrenters' belief

about requiring everyone's home to pass an energy audit and their

actual behavior.

With a chi square value of 15.59 and 4 degrees of freedom (p=.0036),

the null hypothesis was rejected at the p<.05 significance level

(Table 51). There was a significant relationship between nonrenters'

belief about requiring everyone's home to pass an energy audit and

their actual behavior. Those nonrenters who favored (8.3%) or strongly

favored (1.3%) this requirement did the energy-saving practice. Those

nonrenters who opposed (29.7%) or strongly opposed (15.4%) this

requirement did not do the energy-saving practice.



Table 50. Renters'.belief/behaviorfor requiring everyone's home to pass an energy audit.

Behavior Strongly oppose Oppose Neutral Favor Strongly favor

n (%) n (%) n (%) n (9) n (%)

Do now 0 2 ( 2.8) 1 ( 1.4) 3 ( 3.6) 2 ( 2.8)

Do not do now 10 ( 11.6) 20 ( 23.5) 17 ( 19.3) 19 ( 21.7) 12 ( 13.4)

Total 10 ( 11.6) 22 ( 26.3) 18 ( 20.7) 22 ( 25.3) 14 ( 16.2)

Chi square = 2.46 with 4df; p=.6511

Table 51. Nonrenters' belief/behavior for requiring everyone's home to pass an energy audit.

Behavior Strongly oppose

n

Oppose

n

Neutral

n

Favor Strongly favor

n ( %) (%) (%) (%) n (%)

Do now 22 ( 3.7) 40 ( 6.6) 22 ( 3.7) 50 ( 8.3) 8 ( 1.3)

Do not do now 93 ( 15.4) 179 ( 29.7) 72 ( 11.9) 92 ( 15.3) 25 ( 4.2)

Total 115 ( 19.1) 219 ( 36.3) 94 ( 15.6) 142 ( 23.6) 33 ( 5.5)

Chi square = 15.59 with 4df; p=.0036
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Discussion of the Findings

Renters' energy use and conservation behavior received little

attention during the previous decade. Davidson (1977) recommended

that energy conservation education not be limited only to homeowners,

but that energy conservation education also be aimed at persons with

all income and educational levels and at persons who live in a variety

of types of housing. The energy-related beliefs and conservation

behavior of renters and nonrenters with various income and educational

levels and types of housing were analyzed in this study.

Energy Problem Perception

Olsen (1978) suggested that it was necessary to understand beliefs

about the energy situation before being able to understand energy

conserving behavior. In this study, renters and nonrenters both

believed that the United States' energy problem is serious. Researchers

in the 1970's, in contrast, found considerable disbelief that an

energy problem existed. Therefore, perception of an energy problem

has evolved from disbelief in a problem to belief that the problem is

serious.

Home Energy Efficiency

Past researchers have not determined how people feel about the

energy efficiency of their homes. In this study, significant differ-

ences were found between renters' and nonrenters' belief about their

home energy efficiency. Renters felt their homes needed improvement

and were less efficient than similar homes. Nonrenters felt their

homes needed little improvement and were more efficient than similar
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homes.

Voluntary Energy Conserving Adjustments

Home energy conservation adjustments are highly dependent on the

family's life style. In this study, home energy conservation adjust-

ments, no-cost energy-saving efforts and structural energy-saving

changes, were related to the family's life style, i.e., whether they

rented or owned their dwelling. Renters and nonrenters did not

significantly differ in their use of no-cost energy-saving efforts.

They did significantly differ, however, in their addition of structural

energy-saving changes. Nonrenters added structural energy-saving

changes while renters did not. Three reasons why renters do not add

the structural energy-saving changes are 1) they must first obtain

permission from the owner, 2) they tend to be more mobile and therefore,

less likely to find structural changes to be cost effective, and 3)

financing for these changes is not available as it is for homeowners.

The belief statement which supports voluntary conservation by

providing larger tax credits to improve home energy efficiency was

favored by both renters and nonrenters. In this case, renters and

nonrenters could benefit from the tax credit incentive. They could

have a more energy-efficient dwelling and also receive a tax credit

while maintaining personal control of energy conservation.

Voluntary Behavior vs. Mandatory Behavior

The renters and nonrenters in this study preferred voluntary

conservation efforts over mandatory conservation. They opposed the

two requirements which, if implemented, would limit personal control
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over energy conservation. First, both renters and nonrenters opposed

the requirement to set thermostats for heating at or below 65°F in the

winter. In Oregon, space heating is the primary user of energy in

the home. Renters and nonrenters would be directly affected if the

requirement were implemented, resulting in a loss of personal control

of energy conservation. Second, nonrenters opposed the requirement that

everyone's home pass an energy audit. In this case, nonrenters would

lose some of the personal control that they have over their dwellings.

If implementation of the requirement did not directly affect

renters' and nonrenters' behavior, they favored the requirements. It

is the belief of this researcher that policy decisions should not be

based on responses from persons not affected, but instead should consi-

der responses from persons directly affected by the policy implementa-

tion.

First, renters favored the requirement that everyone's home pass

an energy audit. It would be the landlord's or owner's responsibility

to ensure that the dwelling was audited. Second, most renters and

nonrenters favored the requirement to set thermostats for cooling no

lower than 78°F in the summer. Most Oregon dwellings are not equipped

with summer air conditioning, therefore, most renters and nonrenters

would not be directly affected.

Previous Research Limitations

The W-159 Technical Committee (1980) identified three limitations

of previous energy conservation research: 1) most researchers have

undertaken exploratory and descriptive studies, have lacked an overall

conceptual framework, and have not tested specific hypotheses, 2) most
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researchers have contributed little to understanding energy conserva-

tion behavior and more to our understanding of energy problem percep-

tions, and 3) most researchers have not allowed for detailed statistical

analysis about home energy use and conservation behavior by housing

characteristics, i.e., housing tenure. The findings of this study

address these three limitations.

Limitation one. A conceptual framework based on the Ajzen and

Fishbein (1980) behavior prediction model was used. Fourteen specific

hypotheses related to energy beliefs and behaviors were tested.

Although behavior prediction was not an objective of this study, the

relationship between three behavioral belief statements and renters'

and nonrenters' reported behavior was analyzed.

Those belief statements which contain a behavioral element may be

used as the first step in the process of predicting behavior. Renters'

and nonrenters' belief about 1) requiring everyone's home thermostats

for heating to be set no higher than 65°F in the winter and 2) for

cooling no lower than 78°F in the summer, and 3) requiring everyone's

home to pass an energy audit are beliefs which, if implemented, would

require behavior modification.

In all cases but one, renters' and nonrenters' behavioral beliefs

were related to their reported behavior. Renters' and nonrenters' belief

about requiring home thermostats for heating to be set no higher than

65°F in the winter and for cooling no lower than 78°F in the summer were

related to their behavior. Nonrenters' belief about requiring everyone's

home to pass an energy audit was related to their behavior. When the

belief was opposed, the behavior was not done. When the belief was
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favored, the behavior was done. There was no relationship, however,

between renters' belief about requiring everyone's home to pass an

energy audit and their actual behavior. Renters favored the required

energy audit but did not have their dwellings audited for energy

efficiency. Energy audits, although favored by renters, are ineffec-

tive because renters are unlikely to make any recommended changes.

Some beliefs do not contain a behavioral element. Belief about

the seriousness of the United States' energy problem, belief about

home energy efficiency, and belief about providing larger tax credits

for improving home energy efficiency do not require an action or

behavior by the renter or nonrenter. These beliefs, therefore, would

not be useful in predicting behavior.

The relationships found may provide support to the added dimensions

of the Ajzen and Fishbein (1980) behavior prediction model. Although

the intermediate steps of attitude development and behavioral intention

were not developed, the three beliefs analyzed were found to be related

to reported behavior.

Limitation two. Energy conservation research in the 1970's was

preoccupied with understanding energy problem perceptions. Little

research was focused on understanding factors which influence energy

conservation behavior. Although belief about the seriousness of the

United States' energy problem was analyzed, energy conservation behavior

was stressed. Therefore, through this study a contribution was made

to understanding both reported energy conservation behavior and energy

problem perceptions of renters and nonrenters.

Limitation three. In the past, energy conservation researchers
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have been preoccupied with homeowners' energy conservation behavior.

Very little research has been conducted to determine the influence

of tenure on home energy conservation. According to this study,

renters' home energy conservation beliefs and behavior are important.

Renters believed that the United States' energy problem is serious,

and they believed their homes were less energy efficient than did

nonrenters. In addition, renters are interested in conserving energy

because they did the no-cost efforts. Renters, however, were unable

to make structural changes for the three reasons given previously.

Renters' beliefs were related to their reported energy conserving

behavior, which does have implications for further research on attitude

development and behavior prediction. Through this study, therefore,

a contribution was made to understanding home energy beliefs and

conservation behavior as related to tenure.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS

Following the summary, the implications and recommendations

for further study are discussed.

Summary

The purpose of this research was to address the three limitations

of previous research as identified by the Western Region W-159 Tech-

nical Committee (1980). First, specific hypotheses were tested.

Second, through hypotheses testing, understanding was gained of energy

conservation behavior and energy problem perceptions. Third, the

sample size was large enough to allow for detailed statistical analysis

of the influence of housing tenure as outlined in the objectives of

the W-159 Western Region Project.

The objectives were: 1) to compare renters' and nonrenters'

beliefs about (a) the seriousness of the United States' energy problem,

(b) the efficiency of their homes, (c) requiring home thermostats

for heating to be set no higher than 65°F in the winter, (d) requiring

home thermostats for cooling to be set no lower than 78°F in the summer,

(e) requiring everyone's home to pass an energy audit, and (f) pro-

viding larger tax credits for improving home energy efficiency, 2) to

compare renters' and nonrenters' energy conservation behavior (i.e.,

structural energy-saving measures added and no-cost efforts done

now), and 3) to compare belief about three policy requirements with

actual behavior for renters and nonrenters. The three policy require-
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ments included (a) to require thermostats for heating to be set no

higher than 65°F in the winter and (b) for cooling no lower than 78°F

in the summer, and (c) to require everyone's home to pass an energy

audit.

A theoretical model, based on the Ajzen and Fishbein model for

predicting behavior, was developed. Behavior prediction was not an

objective of this study, however, the model was useful for understanding

the belief statements in this study. The model also illustrated the

relationship between the independent variable (i.e., tenure), and the

dependent variables (i.e., beliefs and behaviors).

Oregon data from the Western Regional Project W-159: "Consequences

of Energy Conservation Policies for Western Region Households," were

used for this study. The stratified (50% rura1/50% urban) random

sample was drawn from all telephone directories in Oregon, and the Total

Design Method for Mail Surveys (TDM) was employed in collecting the

data. The data base consisted of responses from 812 Oregon renters

(n=118) and nonrenters (n=694) to the mail questionnaire, "Energy

Directions: A Western Perspective." All statistical testing, except

that used for the Oregon sample description, was weighted based on the

true Oregon rural/urban stratification of 40 percent rural and 60

percent urban. Chi square statistical tests were used to test the

fourteen null hypotheses.

The sample consisted mostly of married males. The mean age of

renters was 37.51 while the mean age of nonrenters was 48.74. Renters

had a lower family income than nonrenters although the majority of

renters and nonrenters were employed full time. Most renters and
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nonrenters had "some college" education. Renters more often lived in

urban areas, in smaller and older dwellings than nonrenters, and for

fewer number of years. Renters and nonrenters preferred reducing home

heating and cooling requirements over reducing travel, but both

preferred rationing gasoline to rationing heating fuel.

Renters and nonrenters felt there is a serious energy problem in

the United States. Renters felt their homes needed more improvement

and were less energy efficient compared to similar homes than did

nonrenters. Renters, however, did not make significant structural

energy-saving changes and nonrenters did. Renters are unable to make

these changes because 1) they need permission from the owner or land-

lord, 2) they are unlikely to find structural changes cost effective

due to mobility, and 3) financing is unavailable to them. Renters,

did, however, do the no-cost energy-saving efforts as did nonrenters.

The policy requirements were opposed unless they did not directly

affect the personal control of energy conservation or unless they

benefited renters or nonrenters. Renters and nonrenters opposed the

requirement to set thermostats for heating no higher than 65°F in the

winter. In Oregon, both would be directly affected by this requirement.

Renters and nonrenters generally favored the requirement to set

thermostats for cooling no lower than 78°F in the summer. In Oregon,

most renters and nonrenters would not be directly affected by this

requirement. Renters favored and nonrenters opposed the requirement

that everyone's home pass an energy audit. Renters would benefit

and nonrenters would lose some personal control they have over their

dwellings.
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A relationship was found, in most cases, between renters' and

nonrenters' beliefs about three policy requirements and their actual

behavior. If the requirement was favored, renters and nonrenters did

the behavior. If the requirement was opposed, they did not do the

behavior. The only exception was that renters favored the requirement

that everyone's home pass an energy audit, but they did not do the

behavior. Renters, as shown previously, would be unlikely to make

the changes recommended from the audit.

The results of this study are statistical evidence that tenure

does have an influence on both energy-related beliefs and home energy

conservation behavior. In addition, relationships were found between

renters' and nonrenters' beliefs and behavior.

Implications

Renters felt that the United States' energy problem is serious,

and they felt that their homes were less energy efficient and needed

more improvement than did nonrenters. Renters supported the concept

of home energy conservation because they did the no-cost efforts,

favored requiring everyone's home to pass an energy audit, and favored

providing larger tax credits for improving home energy efficiency.

Although renters opposed the requirement to set winter thermostats

for heating at or below 65°F, they did the practice. However, renters

did not do structural energy-saving measures. As Kaplan (1981)

suggested, renters 1) are required to obtain permission from the land-

lord or owner before changes are made, 2),are mobile and are less

likely to find structural changes to be cost effective, and 3) do not
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find financing for structural changes available to them as do home-

owners. Further, renters in this study lived in older dwellings which

tend to be less energy efficient. They were poorer and, therefore,

less able to combat higher energy prices. Therefore, renters face an

energy dilemma. They live in dwellings which they feel are less

energy efficient, and they are unable to make the types of changes

which would improve the dwelling and help them to further combat

rising energy prices.

Understanding these energy-related beliefs and energy conservation

behaviors can be beneficial in the following ways. First, local and

state government planners and housing officials base policy decisions,

in part, on the analysis of what is needed. Findings of this research

provide empirical evidence of renters' energy-related beliefs and reported

home energy conservation behavior. Renters do believe a serious problem

exists and believed their homes were less energy efficient than did

nonrenters. Renters did what they could to conserve home energy, but

they did not make structural energy-saving changes. Therefore,

decisions at the local and state level regarding the distribution of

rehabilitation loans and grants for improving dwelling efficiency

could be made to landlords which would benefit renters.

Second, Oregon legislators develop energy conservation legislation

based on what they and their constituency feel is needed. In addition,

generating support for proposed legislation is easier when others also

feel the legislation is necessary. Based on these research findings,

bills could be developed and support could be gained for energy conser-

vation laws which would benefit renters. Supporters of the 1981
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tabled Oregon energy legislation (Review of Literature, p. 11) which

would have benefited renters could use these findings for revising

that legislation and for gaining support from Oregon legislators.

Third, utility companies have identified homeowners as a segment

that could benefit from energy audits and low-interest loans. Findings

of this study could be used by utility companies for planning and

implementing a home energy conservation program directed at renters and

landlords. Renters favored requiring that everyone's home pass an

energy audit but are limited in their ability to make structural changes.

Low-interest home improvement loans for landlords could be beneficial

to both renters and landlords. Renters could live in a more energy-

efficient structure, and landlords could improve the structure with

low-interest loans, and thus increase the value of their investments.

Fourth, educators and researchers utilize knowledge that is gained

through research studies. Housing and energy educators could use

these findings when disseminating information about housing tenure and

home energy conservation. Renters' and nonrenters' beliefs were

related to their reported behavior. Researchers could relate energy beliefs

and home energy conservation behavior to build on and develop the

Ajzen and Fishbein behavior prediction model more fully. They could

develop attitude scales and obtain behavioral intention scores for

predicting behavior.

Fifth, group solidarity relies, in part, on some commonality. As

homeownership becomes even more difficult to attain, as the population

of renters increases, and as energy prices continue to rise, knowledge

of other renters' energy-related beliefs and home energy conservation
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behavior could provide the commonality for developing renters' support

groups. Through these support groups, information could be disseminated,

home energy conservation could be encouraged and promoted, and

lobbies for legislation could be started.

Recommendations for Further Study

1. Energy research using the Ajzen and Fishbein behavior prediction

model is needed. In addition to determining salient energy-related

beliefs, attitude scales and behavioral intention scores should be

used to test energy conservation behavior.

2. The relationship of the method of payment for energy, direct or

indirect, and renters' energy conservation behavior needs to be tested.

It has been suggested that those renters who pay for energy inclusive

in rent payments (indirectly) are less likely to conserve than renters

who pay for energy directly to the utility companies.

3. It would be useful to policy makers to understand landlords' beliefs

and attitudes about energy conservation by tenants and mandatory energy

conservation policy. This insight may help policy makers develop a

viable solution to rental energy conservation which satisfies both

the renter and the landlord.

4. The influence of income, size of dwelling, and type of dwelling on

home energy conservation behavior needs to be tested for relationships.

It has been suggested that wealthier families consume more energy and

that multi-unit structures require less energy per dwelling unit than

single family dwellings.

5. The relationship of belief about home energy efficiency and energy
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conserving behavior needs to be tested. Previous research has not

determined how people feel about their homes. Findings of this study

indicate that renters and nonrenters feel differently about the

energy efficiency of their homes and these beliefs may influence their

energy conserving behavior.
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Table 52. Summary of the items on the questionnaire
by variables in the model.

Variable Question

External Variable

Behavioral Belief
Variables

Other Belief Variables

Q-17: Is the home in which you live:
1) rented by you, 2) owned by you,
3) owned in condominium by you,
4) other: (Please describe.)

Q- 4: Here are some actions that might be
considered in order to reduce energy
use in the United States. Please
indicate the extent to which you
favor or oppose each of them.
a) require home thermostats to be
no higher than 65°F in winter, b)
require home thermostats to be no
lower than 78°F in summer, c) require
everyone's home to pass an energy
"audit" (must have adequate insula-
tion, double-pane or storm windows,
etc.), d) provide larger tax credits
for improving home energy efficiency.

Q- 1: Some people feel that energy is a
serious national problem, but other
people feel it is not. We would like
to know your opinion. Do you consi-
der meeting the United States' energy
needs during the next ten to twenty
years to be: (Please circle number
of your opinion) 1) not a serious
problem, 2) a somewhat serious pro-
blem, 3) a serious problem, 4) a
very serious problem.

Q-22: How do you feel about the energy
efficiency of your present home?
(Please circle number of your opinion)
1) about as energy efficient as it
can be, 2) a little improvement can
be made, 3) some improvement can be
made, 4) a lot of improvement can be
made.

Q-23: Compared to homes similar to yours,
do you feel your home is: (Please

circle number of your answer) 1) a
lot less energy efficient, 2) some-
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Table 52. (Continued)

Variable Question

Behavior A Variables

Behavior Variables B

(Structural changes
added)

(No -cost efforts

done now)

Q-23 (Continued)
what less energy efficient, 3)
about the same, 4) somewhat more
energy efficient, 5) a lot more
energy efficient.

Q-14: Here are some other efforts you may
or may not be doing to save heating
and cooling costs in your home. For
each item, tell whether you now do
it, or plan to do it in the future
(Please circle the best answer) A)
in winter, set thermostat at 65°F or
lower, B) in summer, set thermostat
at 78°F or higher, C) home inspected
("audited") for energy efficiency.

Q-10: Listed below are certain energy-
saving features that might be added
to your home (by you or if you rent,
your landlord). For each item, please
circle the one best answer: A) double
panes or storms on most windows, B)
good weatherstripping and caulking on
most doors and windows, C) more than
four inches of_ ceiling insulation, D)
insulation in outside walls, E) thick
floor insulation, F) storm doors on
all entrances, G) clock set-back ther-
mostats, H) glass doors on fireplaces,
I) wood-burning stove, J) solar hot-
water heater, K) solar heating, L)
evaporative cooler, M) outdoor window
shades, N) insulated window coverings,
0) other: (Please write in)

Q-14: Here are some other efforts you may
or may not be doing to save heating
and cooling costs in your home. For

each item, tell whether you now do
it, or plan to do it in the future:
A) close off some rooms, B) have
water heater set to 120°F (or less),
C) in winter, set thermostat at 65°F
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Table 52. (Continued)

Variable Question

Q -14: (Continued)
or lower, D) in summer, set ther-

mostat at 78°F or higher, E) change
use of rooms to take advantage of
sun-warmed or shaded areas, F) open
and close window coverings to take
advantage of sun and temperature
differences, G) home inspected
("audited") for energy efficiency.

Variables Used for Sample
Description:

Demographic Characteristics:

(sex and age of
respondent)

(employment status
of respondent
and spouse)

Q-30: Please list everyone who lives in
your household by their relationship
to you, starting with the adult(s).
(Please list as husband, wife, parent,
friend, son, daughter, etc.--names
aren't necessary.)

Age Sex

1 - 6

Q-29: Are you: (Please circle number of
your answer.) 1) married, 2) divorced,
3) widowed, 4) separated, 5) never
married.

Q-36: Which of these broad categories
describes your total family income
before taxes in 1980? (Please circle
the appropriate category) 1) less
than $5,000, 2) $5,000 to $9,999, 3)
$10,000 to $14,999, 4) $15,000 to
$19,999, 5) $20,000 to $24,999, 6)
$25,000 to $29,999, 7) $30,000 to
$39,999, 8) $40,000 to $49,999, 9)
$50,000 or more.

Q-31: Please answer these questions for
yourself and your spouse or other
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Table 52. (Continued)

Variable Question

(educational level
of respondent and
spouse)

Housing-related
Characteristics

(type of dwelling)

(number of rooms)

(year dwelling
constructed)

Q-31: (Continued)
adult living partner (if you have

one). Are you: (Is he/she): 1)
employed full time, 2) employed
part time, 3) not employed outside
the home, 4) unemployed, 5) student,
6) retired.

Q-34: Your (his/her) highest level of
education: 1) no formal education,
2) grade school, 3) some high school,
4) high school graduate, 5) trade
school, 6) some college, 7) college
graduate, 8) some graduate work, 9)
a graduate degree.

Q-16: Which of the following best describes
the building in which you live?
(Please circle number of your answer).
1) a mobile home or trailer (If Yes,
is it:) in a mobile home park or
subdivision, on a lot you own,

on a lot you rent, 2) a one-family
house detached from any other house,
3) a building for two to four house-
holds (families), 4) a building for
five or more households (families),
5) other: (please describe)

Q-19: How many rooms do you have in your
home? Please do not count bathrooms,
porches, balconies, foyers, halls,
half-rooms, or space rented to other
households.

Q-21: To the best of your knowledge, about
when was your home built? We mean
first constructed and not when
remodeled, added to, or converted.
1) befo-re 1940, 2) 1940 to 1949, 3)
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Table 52. (Continued)

Variable Question

(monthly housing
payment)

(term of residence)

(rural/urban location)

Q-21: (Continued)
1950 to 1949, 4) 1960 to 1969, 5)
1970 to 1974, 6) 1975 or after
(If 5 and 6 are known, please put
exact year: ).

Q-24A: About how much a month do you pay
for rent or house payments? (In-

clude space rent if in mobile home
park) 1) no payment or rent, 2)
less than $100, 3) $100 to $199, 4)
$200 to $299, 5) $300 to $399, 6)

$400 to $499, 7) $500 to $749, 8)

$750 to $999, 9) $1,000 or more.

Q-20: How many years have you lived in your
present home?

number of years (if less than a

year, months).

Determined by coded returned
questionnaire.

(inside/outside city
limits location) Q-27B: Is your home: (Please circle) 1)

inside the city limits, 2) outside
the city limits.

Policy-Belief Characteristics

(reduce home energy
use) Q- 5: If the United States faced a crisis

and it were essential for every
family to voluntarily cut back its
energy use, which one of the following

would you be more willing to do?
(Please circle number of your opinion)
1) reduce winter home heating to no
higher than 65°F and summer cooling
to be no lower than 78°F, 2) reduce
automobile use by about one-fourth.

(ration home heating
fuel or gasoline) Q- 6: If our government had to take drastic

action to save energy, which one of
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Table 52. (Continued)

Variable Question

Q- 6: (Continued)
the following would you be more
willing to accept? 1) ration home
heating fuel- and electricity so
that people get about one-fourth
less, 2) ration gasoline so that
people get about one-fourth less.
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Table 53. Questions unused determined to comprehensively
cover important topical areas related to home energy concerns

QUESTION

Q- 2: One way to meet our future energy needs to to cut back on

energy use. Another way is to increase energy production.
Which one of the following choices do you feel our country
should make in order to meet our future energy needs: (Please

circle number of your opinion.) 1) depend entirely on cut-

backs in energy use, 2) depend mostly on cut-backs in energy
use, 3) depend equally on cut-backs and increased energy produc-

tion, 4) depend mostly on increased energy production, 5)

depend entirely on increased energy production.

Q- 3: To what extent do you favor or oppose each of the items
listed below as a way of helping to meet our country's
future energy needs? A) more use of solar energy, B) reduce

energy use in homes, C) more use of nuclear power, D) more

use of western coal, E) reduce energy use in business and

industries, F) more use of oil from western shale, G) reduce
energy use in individual travel, H) more oil imports, I)

more exploration for oil in the U.S., J) reduce energy use by

agriculture, K) more use of wind energy.

Q- 4: Here are some actions that might be considered in order to

reduce energy use in the United States. Please indicate the

extent to which you favor or oppose each of them. A) place

higher taxes on gasoline, B) provide larger tax credit for

adding home solar heating or cooling, C) require utility

companies to charge lowest rates to low energy users and
highest rates to high users, D) discourage building homes

away from towns and cities to lessen travel by car, E) change

building codes and mortgage requirements to encourage new
types of energy-saving housing, F) keep 55 MPH speed limit,

G) require utilities to provide regular reports to users on
whether energy use is higher or lower than in previous years,
H) require manufacturers to make appliances that use less

energy, I) rely on state instead of federal programs to

encourage conservation.

Q- 7: If you were asked to reduce your energy consumption during the

entire next year by one-fourth--that is, 25 percent less than

you now consume--do you feel you could do it? 1) definitely

yes, 2) probably yes, 3) I don't know, 4) probably no, 5)

definitely no.
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Table 53. (Continued)

Q- 8: Costs for heating fuel, gasoline, and electricity have gone up

a great deal in the last few years. To what extent, if at all,

have higher energy costs made you cut back on any of the items

listed below. A) groceries, B) meals out, C) driving the car

(or other vehicle), D) health care, E) vacations, F) recreation,

G) education, H) housing (rent, mortgage or upkeep), I) purchase

of appliances or furnishings, J) money put in savings, K) clothes.

Q- 9: All things considered, do you feel that changes in the cost of

energy in the last five years have made your life: (Please

circle number of your answer.) 1) a lot worse than it was, 2)

a little worse than it was, 3) no effect, 4) a little better

than it was, 5) a lot better than it was.

Q-11: Thinking about the last three years (1978--1980), about how

much money have you spent to improve the energy efficiency of

your home (e.g., weather-stripping, insulation, set-back

thermostats, storm doors, solar equipment)? (If none, please

put "0. ") $ you spent in 1978, $ you spent

in 1979, $ you spent in 1980.

Q-12: In order to pay for any energy efficiency improvements made

in your home from 1978 to 1980, which did you do: (Please

circle all that apply.) 1) spent no money on energy efficiency

improvements, 2) used money from current income, 3) delayed

other purchases, 4) cut back on other purchases, 5) used loan

from utility company, 6) used other loan or credit, 7) used

money from savings, 8) other (write in)

Q-13: In recent years, it has been possible to claim federal and, in

some places, state tax benefits for improving the energy

efficiency of one's home. Which best describes your awareness

of these tax benefits? (Please circle the number of your answer

in each column.) 1) not aware of this benefit, 2) aware, but

have made no claim, 3) aware, and a claim made on 1978, 1979,

or 1980 taxes, 4) no tax benefit in my state. (If claim made)

Would you have probably made these improvements if the tax

benefits had not been available? 1) definitely no, 2) probably

no, 3) probably yes, 4) definitely yes.

Q-15A: People have different concerns about housing and make many

choices about the housing units in which they live. Here are

some statements which express people's concerns about housing.

To what extent do you agree or disagree with each statement?

A) homeowners are the backbone of our country, B) it is all

right to bring up children in apartments, C) homeownership is

one of the best ways to get a tax break, D) if I had two

school-age children of the same sex, I would prefer that they

had separate bedrooms, E) it is all right if the value of my

home does not keep up with inflation, F) people should consider

the rate of return on their investment when buying a home, G)
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Table 53. (Continued)

Q-15A: (Continued)
neighbors should not be expected to take care of each other's

property, H) people wanting quality in housing construction

are limited to custom-built homes, I) home improvements should

only be done if they add to the resale value of that home, J)

a home-buyer should make the largest down payment he/she can,

K) building equity in a home is a good idea, L) young people

today should consider renting as their permanent housing choice,

M) the risks involved in buying a home worry me, N) people

chould live close to the place where they work, 0) I would prefer

not to know the rate of return on my housing investment, P)

home-buyers ought to buy detached single-family dwellings, Q)

families with enough income ought to own their own homes, R)

a home should be kept in good repair to assure resale value,

S) I would not pay cash for my home even if I could, T) the

federal government should not give tax breaks for homeownership,

U) a person's home is a poor indicator of that person's social

status, V) I prefer to live in a neighborhood where people have

similar incomes, W) a home-buyer should pay cash for a home,

X) the amount of space needed in a home is greater if there are

more people in the household.

Q-18: Which of these broad categories best describes the number of

square feet in your home? Do not include a garage, unfinished

basement, or space rented to members of another household. Just

your best estimate is fine. 1) less than 500 square feet, 2)

501 to 1,000 square feet, 3) 1,001 to 1,500 square feet, 4)

1,501 to 2,000 square feet, 5) 2,001 to 2,500 square feet, 6)

more than 2,500 square feet.

Q-24B: What is the value of your home? That is, about how much do you

think it would sell for if it were for sale? 1) less than

$25,000, 2) $25,000 to $49,999, 3) $50,000 to $74,999, 4)

$75,000 to $99,999, 5) $100,000 to $124,999, 6) $125,000 to

$174,999, 7) $175,000 to $249,999, 8) more than $250,000.

Q-24C: (Note: If your home is part of a farm or other business, please

check here , and answer the questions above and the one

below as best you can for the residential part of your property.)

Q-25: Next, we would like to ask about how much energy it took to run

your home in 1980. Please answer as best you can. If your bills

are handy, they could be very helpful. (If you lived in your

home only during part of 1980, please put number of months

here: ). A) electricity $ cost, kilowatt

hours, B) heating oil $ cost, gallons, C)

wood $ cords, D) natural gas $

(Put purchase unit: cubic feet or therms?) E) other:

(e.g., coal, propane, or?) $ cost, purchase unit.
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Q-26: Which of the above is your main source of energy for:

water heating, space heating.
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Q-27A: Where is your residence located: 1) county, 2) zip code, 3)

town or city in which (or nearest to) your residence is

located.

Q-28: Do you have any of these recreation-related items: (Circle

all that you have.) 1) a heated swimming pool, hot tub or

jacuzzi, 2) a second home or cabin, 3) a motor home, 4) another

recreational vehicle (e.g., camper), 5) none of the above.

Q-32: Your (his/her) usual occupation when employed (or before

retirement): 1) title, 2) kind of work, 3) type of company

or business.

Q-33: (If employed) About how far is it from home to where you (he/she)

works? miles.

Q-35: Some people have many types of investment experiences, and others

do not. Which of the following types of investments, if any,

have you owned in the last ten years: (Please circle all that

apply.) 1) a business, 2) a home, 3) other real estate than

your home, 4) United States savings bonds, 5) passbook savings

account, 6) time savings deposits, 7) mutual funds, 8) municipal

bonds, 9) treasury notes or bills, 10) gold or silver coins,

11) stocks or bonds of corporations, 12) money market certifi-

cate, 13) none.
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1 THE BIG PICTURE
Q- 1 Some people feel that energy is a serious national problem, but other people

feel it is not. We would like to know your opinion. Do you consider meeting
the United States' energy needs during the next ten to twenty years to be:
(Please circle number of your opinion.)

1 NOT A SERIOUS PROBLEM
2 A SOMEWHAT SERIOUS PROBLEM
3 A SERIOUS PROBLEM
4 A VERY SERIOUS PROBLEM

Q- 2 One way to meet our future energy needs is to cut back on energy use. Another
way is to increase energy production. Which one of the following choices do
you feel our country should make in order to meet our future energy needs:
(Please circle number of your opinion.)

1 DEPEND ENTIRELY ON CUT-BACKS IN ENERGY USE
2 DEPEND MOSTLY ON CUT-BACKS IN ENERGY USE
3 DEPEND EQUALLY ON CUT-BACKS AND INCREASED ENERGY

PRODUCTION
4 DEPEND MOSTLY ON INCREASED ENERGY PRODUCTION
5 DEPEND ENTIRELY ON INCREASED ENERGY PRODUCTION

Q- 3 To what extent do you favor or oppose each of the items listed below as a way
of helping to meet our country's future energy needs?

IPlease circle your opinion for each item I

STRONGLY STRONGLY
OPPOSE NEUTRAL FAVOR

A More use of solar energy OPPOSE FAVOR

STRONGLY STRONGLY
OPPOSE NEUTRAL FAVOR

B Reduce energy use in homes OPPOSE FAVOR

STRONGLY STRONGLY
OPPOSE NEUTRAL FAVOR

C More use of nuclear power OPPOSE FAVOR

STRONGLY STRONGLY
OPPOSE NEUTRAL FAVOR

D More use of western coal OPPOSE FAVOR

E Reduce energy use in business and STRONGLY STRONGLY
OPPOSE NEUTRAL FAVOR

industries OPPOSE FAVOR

STRONGLY STRONGLY
OPPOSE NEUTRAL FAVOR

F More use of oil from western shale. OPPOSE FAVOR

G Reduce energy use in individual STRONGLY STRONGLY
OPPOSE NEUTRAL FAVOR

travel OPPOSE FAVOR

STRONGLY STRONGLY
OPPOSE NEUTRAL FAVOR

H More oil imports OPPOSE FAVOR

I More exploration for oil in the STRONGLY STRONGLY
OPPOSE NEUTRAL FAVOR

U.S. OPPOSE FAVOR

STRONGLY STRONGLY
OPPOSE NEUTRAL FAVOR

J Reduce energy use by agriculture. . OPPOSE FAVOR

STRONGLY STRONGLY
OPPOSE NEUTRAL FAVOR

K More use of wind energy OPPOSE FAVOR



ENERGY DIRECTIONS
2

Q- 4 Here are some actions that might be considered in order to reduce energy use

in the United States. Please indicate the extent to which you favor or oppose

each of them.

IPlease circle your opinion for each item

STRONGLY

A Place higher taxes on gasoline. . . OPPOSE

6 Require home thermostats to be no STRONGLY

higher than 65°F in winter OPPOSE

C Require home thermostats to be no STRONGLY

lower than 78°F in summer OPPOSE

D Require everyone's home to pass an
energy "audit" (must have adequate
insulation, double-pane or storm STRONGLY

windows, etc ) OPPOSE

E Provide larger tax credits for STRONGLY

improving home energy efficiency. . OPPOSE

F Provide larger tax credit for add- STRONGLY

ing home solar heating or cooling . OPPOSE

G Require utility companies to charge
lowest rates to low energy users STRONGLY

and highest rates to high users . OPPOSE

H Discourage building homes away from
towns and cities to lessen travel STRONGLY

by car OPPOSE

I Change building codes and mortgage
requirements to encourage new types STRONGLY
of energy-saving housing OPPOSE

STRONGLY

J Keep 55 MPH speed limit OPPOSE

K Require better label information on
appliances telling how much energy STRONGLY

they use OPPOSE

L Require utilities to provide regular
reports to users on whether energy
use is higher or lower than in STRONGLY

previous years OPPOSE

M Require manufacturers to make STRONGLY

appliances that use less energy . OPPOSE

N Rely on state instead of federal
programs to encourage energy STRONGLY

conservation OPPOSE

OPPOSE

OPPOSE

OPPOSE

OPPOSE

OPPOSE

OPPOSE

OPPOSE

OPPOSE

OPPOSE

OPPOSE

OPPOSE

OPPOSE

OPPOSE

OPPOSE

NEUTRAL

NEUTRAL

NEUTRAL

NEUTRAL

NEUTRAL

NEUTRAL

NEUTRAL

NEUTRAL

NEUTRAL

NEUTRAL

NEUTRAL

NEUTRAL

NEUTRAL

NEUTRAL

STRONGLY
FAVOR

FAVOR

STRONGLY
FAVOR

FAVOR

STRONGLY
FAVOR

FAVOR

.STRONGLY
FAVOR

FAVOR

STRONGLY
FAVOR

FAVOR

STRONGLY
FAVOR

FAVOR

STRONGLY
FAVOR

FAVOR

STRONGLY
FAVOR

FAVOR

STRONGLY
FAVOR

FAVOR

STRONGLY
FAVOR

FAVOR

STRONGLY
FAVOR

FAVOR

STRONGLY
FAVOR

FAVOR

STRONGLY
FAVOR

FAVOR

STRONGLY
FAVOR

FAVOR
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3 WAYS TO CUT BACK
Q- 5 If the United States faced a crisis and it were essential for every family to

voluntarily cut back its energy use, which one of the following would you be

more willing to do? (Please circle number of your opinion.)

1 REDUCE WINTER HOME HEATING TO NO HIGHER THAN 65°F
AND SUMMER COOLING TO NO LOWER THAN 78°F

2 REDUCE AUTOMOBILE USE BY ABOUT ONE-FOURTH

Q- 6 If our government had to take drastic action to save energy, which one of the
following would you be more willing to accept?

Q-

1 RATION HOME HEATING FUEL AND ELECTRICITY SO THAT PEOPLE GET

ABOUT ONE-FOURTH LESS
2 RATION GASOLINE SO THAT PEOPLE GET ABOUT ONE-FOURTH LESS

7 If you were asked to reduce your energy consumption during the entire next year
by one-fourth--that is, 25 percent less than you now consume--do you feel you

could do it?

1 DEFINITELY YES
2 PROBABLY YES
3 I DON'T KNOW
4 PROBABLY NO
5 DEFINITELY NO

Q- 8 Costs for heating fuel, gasoline, and electricity have gone up a great deal in

the last few years. To what extent, if at all, have higher energy costs made
you cut back on any of the items listed below.

To what extent have higher
energy costs made you cut back?
(Please circle your answer.)

A Groceries NONE A LITTLE SOME A LOT

B Meals out NONE A LITTLE SOME A LOT

C Driving the car (or other vehicle) NONE A LITTLE SOME A LOT

D Health care NONE A LITTLE SOME A LOT

E Vacations NONE A LITTLE SOME A LOT

F Recreation NONE A LITTLE SOME A LOT

G Education NONE A LITTLE SOME A LOT

H Housing (rent, mortgage or upkeep) NONE A LITTLE SOME A LOT

I Purchase of appliances or furnishings. NONE A LITTLE SOME A LOT

J Money put in savings NONE A LITTLE SOME A LOT

K Clothes NONE A LITTLE SOME A LOT

Q-9 All things considered, do you feel that changes in the cost of energy in the
last five years have made your life: (Please circle number of your answer.)

1 A LOT WORSE THAN IT WAS
2 A LITTLE WORSE THAN IT WAS
3 NO EFFECT
4 A LITTLE BETTER THAN IT WAS
5 A LOT BETTER THAN IT WAS



ENERGY EFFICIENCY AT HOME 4

Q-10 Listed below are certain energy-saving features that might be added to your

home (by you or if you rent, your landlord). For each item, please circle the

one best answer:

Energy-saving measures:

A Double panes or storms

Doesn't
Exist And

Plan No Plans

Existed Added To Add To Add

When I Since I Within Within

Moved In Moved In Two Years Two Years

on most windows. . . . EXISTED

B Good weatherstripping
and caulking on most
doors and windows. . . EXISTED

C More than 4 inches of
ceiling insulation . EXISTED

D Insulation in outside

walls EXISTED

E Thick floor insulation EXISTED

F Storm doors on all
entrances EXISTED

G Clock set-back
thermostats EXISTED

H Glass doors on fire-
places EXISTED

I Wood-burning stove . . EXISTED

J Solar hot-water heater EXISTED

K Solar heating EXISTED

L Evaporative cooler . . EXISTED

M Outdoor window shades. EXISTED

N Insulated window cover-

ings EXISTED

0 Other: (Please write in) EXISTED

Don't
Know

Doesn't
Apply To
My Home

ADDED PLAN NO DK NA

ADDED PLAN NO DK NA

ADDED PLAN NO DK NA

ADDED PLAN NO DK NA

ADDED PLAN NO DK NA

ADDED PLAN NO DK NA

ADDED PLAN NO DK NA

ADDED PLAN NO DK NA

ADDED PLAN NO DK NA

ADDED PLAN NO DK NA

ADDED PLAN NO DK NA

ADDED PLAN NO DK NA

ADDED PLAN NO DK NA

ADDED PLAN NO DK NA

ADDED PLAN NO DK NA

Q-11 Thinking about the last three years (1978 --1980), about how much money have

you spent to improve the energy efficiency of your home (e.g., weather-strip-

ping, insulation, set-back thermostats, storm doors, solar equipment)? (If

none, please put "0.")

YOU SPENT IN 1978

YOU SPENT IN 1979

YOU SPENT IN 1980
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Q-12 In order to pay for any energy efficiency improvements made in your home from
1978 to 1980, which did you do: (Please circle all that apply.)

1 SPENT NO MONEY ON ENERGY EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENTS
2 USED MONEY FROM CURRENT INCOME
3 DELAYED OTHER PURCHASES
4 CUT BACK ON OTHER PURCHASES
5 USED LOAN FROM UTILITY COMPANY
6 USED OTHER LOAN OR CREDIT
7 USED MONEY FROM SAVINGS
8 OTHER (Write in)

Q-13 In recent years, it has been possible to claim federal and, in some places,
state tax benefits for improving the energy efficiency of one's home. Which
best describes your awareness of these tax benefits? (Please circle the number
of your answer in each column.)

Federal

Income Tax State Tax
Credit Benefit

(Circle one answer) (Circle one answer)

1 1 NOT AWARE OF THIS BENFFIT
2 2 AWARE, BUT HAVE MADE NO CLAIM
3 3 AWARE, AND A CLAIM MADE ON 1978,

1979, OR 1980 TAXES
4 . . . . NO TAX BENEFIT IN MY STATE

(If claim made) Would you have probably made these improvements if the
tax benefits had not been available?

1 DEFINITELY NO
2 PROBABLY NO
3 PROBABLY YES
4 DEFINITELY YES

Q-14 Here are some other efforts you may or may
cooling costs in your home. For each item,
to do it in the future.

not be doing to save heating and
tell whether you now do it, or plan

(Please circle the best answer.)

Don't Do Don't Do
This Now, But Now, And Doesn't
Is Plan To Do No Plans Apply
Done Within For To

Energy-saving efforts Now Two Years Future My Home

A Close off some rooms NOW PLAN NO PLAN NA

B Have water heater set to 120°F (or less) . . NOW PLAN NO PLAN NA

C In winter, set thermostat at 55°F or lower . NOW PLAN NO PLAN NA

D In summer, set thermostat at 78°F or higher. NOW PLAN NG PLAN NA

E Change use of rooms to take advantage of
sun-warmed or shaded areas NOW PLAN NO PLAN NA

F Open and close window coverings to take ad-
vantage of sun and temperature differences NOW PLAN NO PLAN NA

G Home inspected ("audited") for energy
efficiency NOW PLAN NO PLAN NA
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Q-15A People have different concerns about housing and make many choices about the housing

units in which they live. Here are some statements which express people's concerns

about housing. To what extent do you agree or disagree with each statement?

To what extent do you agree or disagree?
(Please circle your answer.)

STRONGLY STRONGLY

AGREE AGREE UNDECIDED DISAGREE DISAGREE

A Homeowners are the backbone of our country SA A U D SD

B It is all right to bring up children in
apartments SA A U D SD

C Homeownership is one of the best ways to
get a tax break SA A U D SD

D If I had two school-age children of tne
same sex, I would prefer that they had
separate bedrooms SA A U D SD

E It is all right if the value of my home
does not keep up with inflation SA A U D SD

F People should consider the rate of return
on their investment when buying a home. SA A U D SD

G Neighbors should not be expected to take
care of each other's property SA A U D SD

H People wanting quality in housing construc-
tion are limited to custom-built homes. SA A U D SD

I Home improvements should only be done if
they add to the resale value of that
home SA A U D SD

J A home-buyer should make the largest down
payment he/she can SA A U 0 SD

K Building equity in a home is a good idea. . SA A U D SD

L -Young people today should consider renting
as their permanent housing choice . . . SA A U 0 SD

M The risks involved in buying a home worry

me SA A U D SD

N People should live close to the place where
they work SA A U D SD

0 I would prefer not to know the rate of
return on my housing investment SA A U D SD

P Home-buyers ought to buy detached single-
family dwellings SA A U D SD

Q Families with enough income ought to own
their own homes SA A U D SD

R A home should be kept in good repair to
assure resale value SA A U D SD

S I would not pay cash for my home even if I
could SA A U D SD

T The federal government should not give tax
breaks for homeownership SA A U D SD

U A person's home is a poor indicator of that
person's social status SA A U D SD

V I prefer to live in a neighborhood where
people have similar incomes SA A U D SD

W A home-buyer should pay cash for a home . SA A U D SD

X The amount of space needed in a home is
greater if there are more people in the

household SA A U D SD
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7 ABOUT YOUR HOME
Q-16 Which of the following best describes the building in which you live? (Please

circle number of your answer.)

1 A MOBILE HOME OR TRAILER

(If Yes IN A MOBILE HOME PARK OR SUBDIVISION

Is It:) ON A LOT YOU OWN
ON A LOT YOU RENT

2 A ONE-FAMILY HOUSE DETACHED FROM ANY OTHER HOUSE

3 A BUILDING FOR TWO TO FOUR HOUSEHOLDS (FAMILIES)

4 A BUILDING FOR FIVE OR MORE HOUSEHOLDS (FAMILIES)

5 OTHER: (Please describe.)

Q-17 Is the home in which you live:

1 RENTED BY YOU

2 OWNED BY YOU
3 OWNED IN CONDOMINIUM BY YOU

4 OTHER: (Please describe.)

Q-18 Which of these broad categories best describes the number of square feet in

your home? Do not include a garage, unfinished basement, or space rented to

members of another household. Just your best estimate is fine.

1 LESS THAN 500 SQUARE FEET

2 501 TO 1,000 SQUARE FEET
3 1,001 TO 1,500 SQUARE FEET
4 1,501 TO 2,000 SQUARE FEET
5 2,001 TO 2,500 SQUARE FEET

6 MORE THAN 2,500 SQUARE FEET

Q-19 How many rooms do you have in your home? Please do not count bathrooms,
porches, balconies, foyers, halls, half-rooms, or space rented to other house-

holds.
NUMBER OF ROOMS

Q-20 How many years have you lived in your present home?

NUMBER OF YEARS (if less than a year, MONTHS)

Q-21 To the best of your knowledge, about when was your home built? We mean first

constructed and not when remodeled, added to, or converted.

1 BEFORE 1940
2 1940 TO 1949
3 1950 TO 1959
4 1960 TO 1969

5 1970 TO 1974 )-0
6 1975 OR AFTER

(if known, please put exact year: )

Q-22 How do you feel about the energy efficiency of your present home? (Please

circle number of your opinion.)

1 ABOUT AS ENERGY EFFICIENT AS IT CAN BE

2 A LITTLE IMPROVEMENT CAN BE MADE

3 SOME IMPROVEMENT CAN BE MADE

4 A LOT OF IMPROVEMENT CAN BE MADE



HOME ENERGY COSTS
Q-23 Compared to homes similar to yours, do you feel your home is: (Please circle

number of your answer.)

1 A LOT LESS ENERGY EFFICIENT
2 SOMEWHAT LESS ENERGY EFFICIENT
3 ABOUT THE SAME
4 SOMEWHAT MORE ENERGY EFFICIENT
5 A LOT MORE ENERGY EFFICIENT

Everyone Home owners only

Q-24 About how much a month do you pay What is the value of your home? That

for rent or house payments? (In- is, about how much do you think it

dude space rent if in mobile home would sell for if it were for sale?

park.)

1 NO PAYMENT OR RENT 1 LESS THAN $25,000

2 LESS THAN $100 2 $25,000 TO $49,999

3 $100 TO $199 3 $50,000 TO $74,999

4 $200 TO $299 4 $75,000 TO $99,999

5 $300 TO $399 5 $100,000 TO $124,999

6 $400 TO $499 6 $125,000 TO $174,999

7 $500 TO $749 7 $175,000 TO $249,999

8 $750 TO $999 8 MORE THAN $250,000

9 $1,000 OR MORE

Q-25 Next, we would like to ask about how much energy it took to run your home in

1980. Please answer as best you can. If your bills are handy, they could be

very helpful. (If you lived in your home only during part of 1980, please put

number of months here: .)

A Electricity

B Heating oil

C Wood

D Natural gas

Please provide as much of the following as you can.
Your best estimate will be fine.

Your Cost For
1980 (Put "R"
if included in
rent. )+,

COST

COST

COST

COST

E Other: (e.g., coal, propane, or?)

COST

Approximate
Amount Used
In 1980

KILOWATT HOURS

GALLONS

CORDS

8

717i purchase unit:
cubic feet or therms?)

(Put purchase unit)

Q-26 Which of the above is your main source of energy for:

WATER HEATER

SPACE HEATING
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Finally, we would like to ask a few questions about yourself to help with analysis
of the results.

Q-27 Where is your residence located?

COUNTY

ZIP CODE

[.....4Is your home: (Please circle.)

1 INSIDE THE CITY LIMITS
2 OUTSIDE THE CITY LIMITS

TOWN OR CITY IN WHICH (OR NEAREST TO) YOUR
RESIDENCE IS LOCATED

Q-28 Do you have any of these recreation-related items: (Circle all that you have.)

1 A HEATED SWIMMING POOL, HOT TUB OR JACUZZI
2 A SECOND HOME OR CABIN
3 A MOTOR HOME
4 ANOTHER RECREATIONAL VEHICLE (e.g., CAMPER)
5 NONE OF THE ABOVE

Q-20 Are you: (Please circle number of your answer.)

1 MARRIED
2 DIVORCED
3 WIDOWED
4 SEPARATED
5 NEVER MARRIED

Q-30 Please list everyone who lives in your household by their relationship to you,
starting with the adult(s). (Please list as husband, wife, parent, friend,
son, daughter, etc.--names aren't necessary.)

Age
(In Years)

1

2

3

4

5

6

nn
1

Sex (M = Male;
F . Female)

If more space is needed, please put ages here:

FEMALES

MALES
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Please answer these questions for yourself and your spouse or other adult living

partner (if you have one).

YOURSELF

Q-31 Are you:

1 EMPLOYED FULL TIME

2 EMPLOYED PART TIME
3 NOT EMPLOYED OUTSIDE THE HOME
4 UNEMPLOYED
5 STUDENT
6 RETIRED

SPOUSE OR LIVING PARTNER

Is he/she:

1 EMPLOYED FULL TIME
2 EMPLOYED PART TIME
3 NOT EMPLOYED OUTSIDE THE HOME
4 UNEMPLOYED
5 STUDENT
6 RETIRED

Q-32 Your usual occupation when employed
or before retirement):

TITLE

KIND OF WORK

TYPE OF COMPANY
OR BUSINESS

10

His/her usual occupation when employed
(or before retirement):

TITLE

KIND OF WORK

TYPE OF COMPANY
OR BUSINESS

Q-33 (If employed) About how far is it

from home to where you work?

MILES

(If employed) About how far is it from

home to where he/she works?

MILES

Q-34 Your highest level of education:

1 NO FORMAL EDUCATION
2 GRADE SCHOOL
3 SOME HIGH SCHOOL
4 HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE
5 TRADE SCHOOL
6 SOME COLLEGE
7 COLLEGE GRADUATE
8 SOME GRADUATE WORK
9 A GRADUATE DEGREE

His/her highest level of education:

1 NO FORMAL EDUCATION
2 GRADE SCHOOL
3 SOME HIGH SCHOOL
4 HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE
5 TRADE SCHOOL
6 SOME COLLEGE
7 COLLEGE GRADUATE
8 SOME GRADUATE WORK
9 A GRADUATE DEGREE

Q-35 Some people have many types of investment experiences, and others do not.
Which of the following types of investments, if any, have you owned in the

last ten years: (Please circle all that apply.)

1 A BUSINESS
2 A HOME
3 OTHER REAL ESTATE THAN YOUR HOME

4 UNITED STATES SAVINGS BONDS
5 PASSBOOK SAVINGS ACCOUNT
6 TIME SAVINGS DEPOSITS

7 MUTUAL FUNDS
8 MUNICIPAL BONDS
9 TREASURY NOTES OR BILLS

10 GOLD OR SILVER COINS
11 STOCKS OR BONDS OF CORPORATIONS
12 MONEY MARKET CERTIFICATE
13 NONE

Q-36 Which of these broad categories describes your total family income before taxes

in 1980? (Please circle the appropriate category.)

1 LESS THAN $5,000
2 $5,000 TO $9,999

3 $10,000 TO $14,999

4 $15,000 TO $19,999

5 $20,000 TO $24,999

6 $25,000 TO $29,999

7 $30,000 TO $39,999
8 $40,000 TO $49,999
9 $50,000 OR MORE
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Is there anything we may have overlooked? Please use this space for any

additional comments you would like to make about the use of energy in your home or in

the United States.

Your contribution to this effort is very greatly appreciated. If you would

like a summary of results, please print your name and address on the back of the

return envelope (NOT on this questionnaire). We will see that you receive it.
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University Corvallis, Oregon 97331 (503) 754-3551
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Costs for heating fuel and electricity continue to go up, and
energy shortages seem possible. Yet, little is known about how
people are being affected by these concerns. Nor do we know
what directions and actions, if any, people want taken. To find
out, we need your opinions.

Your household is one of a small number being asked to help. It

was chosen in a random sample of Oregon and nine other western
states. To truly represent the people throughout the region, it
is important that each questionnaire be completed.

An equal number of men and women are being asked to help. In

your household we would like to ask that the questionnaire be
completed by an adult female if there is one. If not, then an
adult male should complete it.

You may be assured of complete confidentiality. You will see an
identification number on the front of the questionnaire. This
is so your name can be checked off the mailing list when it is
returned. Your name will not be placed on the questionnaire or
associated with any of the information you provide. We hope you
will participate. However, the study is voluntary, and if you
do not want to answer, please let us know by returning the blank
questionnaire.

We believe it is important that results of this study be brought
to the attention of interested people including those concerned
with our nation's energy policies. If you would like a summary
(it's free), please print "send results" on the back of the
return envelope.

I would be most happy to answer any questions you might have.
Please write or call. My telephone number is (503)754-3211.
Thanks for your help with this important effort.

Cordially,

Redacted for Privacy
Suzanne Badenhop
Project Director
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About three weeks ago I wrote seeking your opinion about
some home-related energy issues facing people throughout
the western United States. To the best of my knowledge,
I have not received your completed questionnaire.

This study has been undertaken as a regional project by
ten Agricultural Experiment Stations in the belief that
citizens of the western region should be heard in the
formation of public policy concerning energy. It is the
largest study concerning energy opinion conducted in the
western region.

Your name was selected through a scientific sampling
process in which every household in Oregon had a chance
of being drawn. This means that you represent a large
number of Oregon households. In order that the results
be truly representative, it is essential that each
person return the questionnaire.

In the event that your questionnaire has been mislaid, a
replacement is enclosed. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Cordially,

Suzanne Badenhop
Project Director

Enclosure
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